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Abstract 
RODERICK C. DREWIEN 
Ecology and behavior of breeding blue-winged teal (Anas 
disc.ors) were studied in northeastern Day County, South Dakota 
in 1965 and 1966. Breeding pair use of the wetland habitat and 
importance of Type 1 ponds in the wetland complex were evaluated. 
Pair densities of 30.7 and 33.0 per square mile in 1965 and 1966, 
respectively, were above the 16-year average from 1950-66 and near 
maximum. Blue-winged teal comprised 46.7 percent of the waterfowl 
breeding population in 1965 and 51.7 percent in 1966. Number of 
water areas per square mile through mid-spring 1965 was comparable 
to the average for the 16-year period 1950-66, whereas during late 
spring 1965 and throughout the 1966 spring breeding seasons the 
number of water areas increased to near optimum conditions. 
Annual breeding-pair densities from 1950-66 appeared to be 
largely influenced by water conditions, and pair-density fluctuati.ons 
resulted from changes in number of wet ponds from late April through 
mid-May. Variations in water conditions after this period did not 
appear to have as great an effect on teal numbers. 
Home ranges of 14 blue-winged teal pairs averaged 160 acres and 
ranged from 74 to 215 acres. Activity centers, the functional part 
of the home range, averaged 24 acres for 12 pairs, and ranged from 
10 to 39 acres. Primary waiting areas of drakes were usually 
located on water closest to the nest. 
Use of wetland habitat by pairs changed throughout the spring 
breeding seasons. During the post-arrival period teal congregated 
on larger wetlands. With onset of egg-laying, pairs dispersed into 
ponds throughout the wetland complex to establish breeding home 
ranges. Other factors that influenced changes in habitat use 
included: 1) pond type and size, 2) availability of wet ponds, 3) 
breeding cycle phenology, and 4) land use, Number of blue-winged 
teal pairs per unit area of water was highest in 1965 and 1966 on 
Type lB ponds, followed in decreasing order by Types 3, lA, and 4 
and 5. Greater use of Type lB ponds was probably related to larger 
ratio of edge or shoreline to unit area of water. Interspersion of 
many small wetlands throughout the breeding habitat provided for 
maximum pair dispersal during egg-laying and early incubation stages 
of the reproductive cycle. 
l'a;:-ticular is extended to personnel of the U. S. 
EUl'cau of Sport Fisheries and \Hldlife including the Division of • 
River Basin Studies, the Northern Prairie Hildlifc Research Center, 
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lNTRODUCTIO;'; 
In 1950, the Office of River Hasin Studies, U. S. Fish and 
Hildlife Service, established the \'!auh:lY \'!aterfoHl Study Area 
in northeastern South Dakota to jntensively study \olaterfow1 use 
and production on a representative 11. 25-square-mile block of 
prairie pothole habitat. Re:;ults of the first If years of study 
\-lere reported by Evans and Black (1956). The study has been 
continued by the U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
through 1966 Hith the exception of 1954, when surveys were 
sponsored by the South Dakota Dep:utment of Game, Fish and Parks 
(Jenni 1956), and 1956, when no surveys were conducted. 
In 1961. the South Dakot., Coopcr:ltive \hlclll fe Research Unit 
initiated a project to further evaluate 'bn!eding \·mterfowl usc 
and requirements of the \ ... etland habitat, determine the relationship 
of Type 1 temporary ponds to the \-let1and complex, and appraise 
ecological factors associated with the different Hetland types. 
The Waubay Study Area was selected as the site of the present 
study due to the large amount of previous data available. 
Limitations in manpO\-ler required tllat the area be reduced in size. 
The southeastern portion was selected because it contained a 
representative assortment of various wetland types. 
Efforts \-lere directed mainly toward studying the blue-\vinged 
teal (Anas discors), which is the most abundant breeding duck at 
and j n m:lIly otlWl' arC:l:j ill Llle! )):dcot.1.s nnd Hlnnc!sota (Crissey 
1965). In 1965 ,Ind 1966, this duck comprised 1.6.7 and 51. 7 percent, 
respectively, of the entire HilLC:'r[O\.,.l breed:Lne population on the 
study nrca. 
2 
HETIIODS 
WaterfO\vl popul:ltion and ll;)hitat condition surveys \OTere made 
weekly during the springs of 1965 and 1966 and summers of 1964' 
and 1965. Survey data \vcrc reconled on single"page section maps 
based on original maps by Evans and Black (1956). This ensured 
that each \vetland \018S visited \veekly and also alloued for 
comparisons \vith previous data. Haps \OTere hrought up to date 
from information gathered on field surveys and from aerial 
photographs. Wetland acreages ;)nd shoreline lengths were calculated 
from aerial photographs (8 inches: 1 mile). 
At the beginning of each census, data 'vere recorded on time, 
temperature, wind direction, and estimated velocity, and cloud 
cover. Records \"ere kept on land use changes, water levels, and 
\-later conditions in each ,vetland. Pothole water conditions were 
recorded as high, moderate, 10\-3, or dry. Changes in upland and 
wetland vegetation were recorded. Wetlands were cover-mapped in 
1965. 
Breeding population counts were made weekly in 1965 and 1966 
from April through June, beginning after sunrise and continuing 
until 9:00-11:00 a.m. CST. Counts were resumed in the afternoon 
from 2:30-4:00 p.m. and continued until dark. Each section was 
ccnsused as an indiv:l.dual unit, and each pothole in the section 
visited. Censuses were not conducted during periods of strong 
winds and/or moderate to heavy rainfall. 
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of each pothole were travcn;ed on foot. Disturbance 
\-.'as kept to a minilnum to eliminate flushing ducks and recounting 
them on another \\lctland. Later in the spring, however, it was 
often necessary to Hade through large, heavily vegetated potholes 
to flush birds. To prevent duplication of counts, flushed birds 
,,'ere watched and notations made on the section maps indicating 
their flight path. 
\.Jaterfo\;ll \vere recorded as pairs, lone drakes, lone hens, 
grouped drakes or hens, or mixed flocks, and their locations on 
individual potholes were designated on the section maps. For 
comparative purposes, segregated pairs, lone drakes, or drakes in 
groups of up to five were considered to indicate breeding dabbling-
duck pairs. Pairs, lone hens, and hens in courting parties were 
considered to indicate diving-duck pairs. 
Breeding population estimates for each species were the 
highes t \veekly count during the period \·!hen the population stabilized 
and subsequent censuses showed no major decline due to migration. 
Period of stabilization varied by species and year and was influenced 
largely by weather and mi.gration phenology. For blue-Hinged teal, 
the high count in May was used to estimate the breeding population. 
Time required to census each section varied and was dependent 
upon the number of wet potholes, number of waterfO\vl, and stage 
of vegetative growth in ponds. In general, time increased from 2 
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hours to nearly 5 hours per section ns the season progressed. This 
\-ras due r.lninly to decreased vi!dbj] j l Y of \·mtcrfowl as neVI vegetation 
increased in llCight and density. 
Breeding ducks were captured by cannon-netting (25' x 35' net) 
and night-lighting (Dre\-rien et a1. 1967). Bow nest tr:lps (Salyer 
1962.1) \.;ere to bems. 
Cap tured ducks color-l11;!rkcd \.;1 ell' different color 
combinations of 5/S-inch nasal discs :lttached thr'ough the nnres 
\-rith l50-pound test monofilament fishing line (Bartonek and Dane 
1964), dyes and patagial tags. Dyes (rhodamine n and chartreuse 
green) were applied with a paint brush, and birds were held until 
dry. 
Patagial tags (Anderson 1963; Knm.,lton et al. 19M), 1" x 211 
and 3/4" x 2", \-lere made from a plastic-coated nylon fabric (Day-
Glo Saflag, Safety Flag Co. of knerica, Division of Vogue Textiles, 
P. O. Box 1005, Pm-ltucket, Rhode Island). Host tags were sewed 
double thickness to increase longevity and durability. They were 
attached \-lith No.3 National "Zip" poultry wing bands (Hester 1963) 
and tags were set at a 45 degree angle with the open wing so ends 
of tags lay to\-lard tip of wing. This placement increased observability 
when ducks were loafing and prevented ducks [rom preening the tags 
into the scapulars. 
Water samples ",!ere obtained monthly during April, Nay and June 
1966, from seven potholes on the study area. Samples were collected 
with a 2-1iter V<.m Dorn \vater sampler, placed in heavy plastic bags, 
and frozen until time of analysis. In mid-summer 1965, alka1i.nity 
determinations for 47 wetlands were made in t1le field. Analytical 
procedures fo110, ... cd those of Standard Methods for the Examination 
of Hater and Wastewater (Am. Publ. Health Assoc., 1960 and 1965). 
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DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA 
The study \vas conducted on a 3. 45-squarc-mile area in the 
prairie pothole region of nortllcastern Day County, South Dakota. 
The study area consisted of the southeastern part of the original 
\o1aubay Study Area (Sections 7, 18, Tmo711s1dp l24N, Range 53\01; 
Sections 12, 13, 19, 30, Township 124N, Range 54\n described by 
Evans and Black (1956: Fig. 2) and Jenni (1956), and lies 6 miles 
north of the Waubay National Wildlife Refuge. 
This area, located in the physiographic region knmo711 as the 
Coteau des Prairies, or Prairie Hills, is a glaciated upland area, 
1800-1900 feet in elevation, lying between the Minnesota and James 
River Valleys. Topography of the region varies from nearly level 
to rolling, and its surface is pitted with thousands of glacially-
formed depressions which form lakes and marshes. Soils have 
developed from materials deposited by the third substage of the 
Wisconsin Ice Sheet and consist of a mixture of clays, silts, 
sands, gravels, and stone. Parnell Silty Clay Loam, a very poorly 
drained soil, underlies the more permanent wetland basins 
(Kinge1hoets et al. 1952). 
Day County, \vhich lies in the northern prairie hills, has an 
area of approximately 1,089 square miles and 27,252 wetlands, or 
an average of 25 wetlands per square mile. Type 1 seasonally-flooded 
basins and Type 3 shallO\v-m.1rsh \oletlands (Hartin et a1. 1953) 
com0risc nearly 70 and 26 of the potholes, respectively, 
\olhcrcns the deeper <lnd 1110re permnnent Types 4 nnd 5 Yletlands mal<.e 
up less than 4 percent of the total (Fl-edrickson 1967). The 
study al'ea, one of the areas of highes t pothole density in Day 
County, is located in rolling topography and is comparatively 
unaffected by drainage. 
The subhur.lid continental climate of Day County is typical of 
the northern Great Plains, with wide variations in temperatures 
bet'veen winter and summer (Table 1). Honthly mean temperatures 
range from 10.2 F (January) to 71.2 F (July). Temperature extremes 
of -41 F and 109 F have been recorded (U. S. Dept. of Commerce 
1965). Average annual precipitation is 20.62 inches with about 
two-thirds falling during the 4!z-month groyling season from May 16 
to September 25. 
Study area flora was originally mixed-grass prairie. Dominants 
of this association ylere midgrasses of sod and bunch life forms 
O·:eaver and Clements 1938) and included such species as little 
bluestcm (Andropogon scoparius), porcupine grass (Sti'pa spartea), 
prairie dropseed (Sporobolus hetcrolepis), dropseed asper), 
Juncgrass (Koelcria cristnta), ivcstern whe<ltgrass (Agropyron 
smithji), and sideoats gramn (Bouteloua curtipendula), as well as 
tall grasses such as big bluestem (Andropogon gerardi) and Indian 
8 
----------------------------------_ ... ----- -------------------------. 
Table 1. t';cather se::-.:::a:-y [:-0::1 South Dakota (16 miles south-southvrest of 
the study area). 
Har Apr 
----'-
Jun Ju1 Aug Sep Oct Nov 
Precipitation 
(inches) 1. 05 2.12 2.61 4.15 2.67 2.48 1.81 1. 27 .80 
:!ean Daily 
Xin. TC::lp. 16.0 30.6 42.9 52.4 58.5 56.5 45.6 33.9 18.3 
( F) 
Hean TCUl? 26.2 42.3 55.5 64.5 71. 2 69.5 . 59.2 47.1 28.6 
( F) 
:fean Daily 
:1ax. Tenp. 36.3 53.9 68.0 76.6 83.9 82.7 72.7 60.2 38.8 
( F) 
Total 
DJF or 
?-lean 
1. 66 20.62 
3.3 30.4 
13.7 42.1 
24.0 53.8 
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grass (Sol-gnstrum nutans) from the post climax and needle-and-
thread (Stirn comatn) from tllC mixed prairie. A few relict sites 
of original prairic remain on the study area. 
During the period of this study about 55 percent of the 
area '·Jas cultivated (\-1hcat, oats, flax, barlcy and corn); slightly 
more than 25 percent v18s used for pasture and hayland; 15 percent 
was wetlands; and less than 5 percent consisted of shelterbelts, 
farmyards and idle areas. A more detailed description of this 
area is given by Evans and Black (1956) and Jenni (1956). 
Wetland Classification 
Nearly 190 wetland basins occur on the study area (Fig. 1) 
and occupy about 345 acres, depending upon water conditions. 
Individual potholes range from shallo\o1, temporary Type 1 depressions 
less than 0.1 acre in size to moderately deep (3' - 5'), more 
permanent Type 4 and 5 marshes (Sha,,, and Fredine 1956) covering 
nearly 40 acres. A relationship exists between wetland size and 
type, with larger potholes usually corresponding to deeper and more 
permanent types (Table 2). 
Potholes were classified, with slight modification, according 
to the system described by Evans and Black (1956). The present 
system is based on vegetation composition, zonation and density, 
all of \-lhich are influenced primarily by water permanence and 
depth during the gro,,,1ng season and secondarily by long-term water 
i 
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"llQ cl .... 0 
". ... Type 1A 
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30 18 
Figure 1. vlet1and distribution on the Waubay study 
area (Sections 7, 12-19, 18, and 30-13), 
1965-66. 
11 
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Table 2. Distribution of wetlands by size and type, '.Jaubay study area, 1965-66.): 
1A 1B 3 4 & 5 Total 
Size (Acres) 
0.1 - 0.3 66 16 1 83 
0.31 - 0.5 11 17 4 1 33 
0.51 - 0.9 2 15 3 20 
1.0 - 1. 9 4 5 6 15 
2.0 - 4.9 2 16 4 22 
5.0 - 11. 9 2 5 7 
12.0 - 1 5 6 
Total 83 55 33 15 186 
Avg. Size (acres) 0.24 0.6 2.9 13.1 1.85 
Avg. No. (sq. mi.) 24.1 16.0 9.6 4.3 54.0 
Avg. Acreage (sq. mi.) 5.8 9.5 27.4 57.0 99.8 
% Total Number 44.6 29.6 17.7 8.1 100.0 
% Total Acrea8e 5.8 9.6 27.5 57.1 100.0 
a 1.4-acre Type 1B wetland present in 1965 and drained prior to the 1966 breeding season. 
Seven ponds, totaling 7.4 acres, that had been drained prior to 1965 are excluded. I--' N 
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conditions. Plants become arranged in zones primarily according 
to their tolerance of water during the crowing season. Four 
zones described by Evans and Black (1956: 6-7) according to 
increasing tolerance of water are: 1) plants of temporary or 
intermittent flooded shorelines I 2) shallm'1-'-l8 ter emergents, 
3) deep-water emergents, and 4) submerged and floating plants. 
Wetland types are: 
1. Seasonally Flooded, Basins 
1A. Temporary or Intermittent Areas: Depressions of 
variable depth which may standing water for a few days 
to several "leeks in a \-let spring and after heavy rains, They 
do not hold \-later through the summer and in some years will be 
dry throughout spring. DepreSSions are usually so slight or 
water-retaining capacity of soils is such that they do not 
contain water for a sufficient period for shallow-water emergent 
vegetation to develop. Characteristic species include sedges 
(Carex spp,), rushes (Juncus spp.), hedge nettle (Stachys palustris), 
wild mint (Hentha arvensis), dock (Rumex mexicanus), wild barley 
(Hordeum jubaturn), prairie cordgrass (Spar tina pectinata), northern 
reedgrass (Calamagrostis incxpansn), and fowl bluegrass (Po a 
palustris), These areas are often disturbed by cultivation, grazing 
or burning to the extent that no moist soil vegetation may be 
present. 
lB. Sha110\·! Harshes: Sha11o\-I depressions of variable depth 
that lIsually contain \,'<"iter for a fCH Heeks or lonGer in the 
spring and after heavy rains. They fIlay hold \·l.:Iter through June' 
and into July durinG years of heavy runoff or may be completely 
dry after an open \-linter. Hater remains for a sufficient period 
during p.:Irt of the growing season for shallow-water emergent 
vegetation to develop. Vegetation includes species mentioned 
under Type lA as a marginal band, and dominant shallow-water 
emergents such as \"hitetop (Sco1ochloa festucacea), slough sedge 
(Carel>: atherodes), marsh smartweed (Po1ygonum coccineum), 
mannagrass (G1yceria grandis), common spikerush (Eleocharis 
palustris), slough Grass (Beckmania syzigachne), giant burreed 
(Sparganium eurycarpum) and ,·mter plantain (Alisma triviale) unless 
removed or disturbed by cultivation, burning or grazing. During 
dry years crops may be raised in these areas. During ",et years 
they are flooded too long for cultivation. 
3. Shallo\.,-Deep Narshes 
Wetlands, that usually hold water through midsummer in normal 
years and lonser in wet years. All are too wet to cultivate in 
years with ncar-normal runoff. They often contain up to a foot 
or more of water for a p<"irt of the eroHing season, and both 
shallow and deep-water emergcnts develop. Dominant vegetation 
includes shallow-water emergente listed under Type IB, as well 
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as stands of deep-water emergents such as river bulrush (Scirpus 
fluviatilis), slender bulrush (S. hctcrochaetus), softstem bulrush 
validus), hardstcm bulrush acutus), and cattail (Typha spp.). 
Disturbance from cultivation, burnine or grazing may remove 
vegetation; otherwise stands are closed and dense. 
4. Deep Narshes 
Wetlands that often hold surface water throughout the year. They 
frequently contain from 1 to 3 fect or more of water during the 
growing season. Deep-water emergent cover tends to be sparser than 
in Type 3 areas and occurs in patches or broken stands inter-
spersed with areas of open wateT. The open water supports submerged 
aquatics such as bladderwort (Utricularia vulgaris), "Tater milfoil 
(Hyriophyllum exalbescens), coontail (Ceratophyllum dcmersum), 
buttercup (Ranunculus tricophyllus), sago pondweed (Potamogeton 
pectinatus), clasping leaf pond\-leed (R.. Richardsonii), star 
duckweed (Lemna trisulca), and lesser duckweed (l. minor). 
5. Open "Jater }jarshes 
Wetlands that usually hold surface \-Tater throughout the year 
except during drought. They have a central aren of open water often 
up to 4 feet or more deep which is bordered by marginal zones of 
emergent vegetation. Submerged and floating plants are usually 
abundant. 
In all cases the separation between classes is not well defined 
due to continuous gradation between types. It is often possible to 
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classify a pothole in one or more types in different years. Seasonal 
and annual variations in \>later levels are follo'vled by cllanges in 
vater chemist17 nud vegetation composition and densHy. In some . 
instances, potholes are in transitional stages between types, and 
the condition is temporary in nature. Surrounding land use 
such as heavy grazing, burning or plowing also affects the 
classification to a lesser extent. Types arc not considered to be 
absolute although all ponds are limited in their maximum development 
by basin depth and water-holding capacity of basin soils. 
Water Quality 
Hoyle (1956: 310) suggested that total alkalinity (carbonnte 
hardness) can be used as a rough index of the productivity of water, 
with 40 ppm being a natural separation pOint between soft and hard 
'vlaters. The mean total alkalinity of 47 vletlands on the study area 
during midsummer of 1965 \-1as 205 ppm .(range, 75-482 ppm) (Table 3). 
Mean total alkalinity of 7 wetlands from which 21 samples were 
collected during the following spring, a period of high water levels, 
was 130 ppm (range, 75-206 ppm) (Table II). Total alkalinities '>lere 
highest in the nortlwest part of the study area and lm·mst in the 
southeast (Tables 3 and 4). These differences were probably related 
to the heterogenous composition of the 12 soil types on the area 
which \,'ere derived from materials of glacial till, lacustrine, 
and glacjal outwash origin (Kingelhoets ot al. 1952). 
...... ---'''' .. -----.. --- ._ .. _--------_ ...... -- _ .. _-- -..--.... _-_ .. _---_. ------
Table 3. Total alkalinities (ppm) of wetlands water in different sections of the 
Waubay study area, August 2-4, 1965. 
Sample Mean Total 
Location Size Alkalinity 
Section 12-19 N. 15 263.0 
Section 7 N.E. 7 199.1 
Section 30-13 . 11 199.2 
Section 18 S.E. 14 149.9 
Total or Average 47 205.0 
Range 
141-482 
104-331 
75-434 
81-266 
75-482 
I-' 
-....) 
.. _-..-.-.. _--_. __ .-..... _- ... • ______________ . e_ --------·---- .'------ , ... - ..... , .. , - .. ... 
Table 4. Honth1y \,'ater annlyses fror:l seven wetlands on the Waubay study area during April, May 
nnd June 1966. Results as means the three collecting periods and in 
parts per w.illion (conductivity in mmhos/cm at 25 degrees C.) 
v,Tetland Kumber": 
(section Eotholel 
18/15 18/24 18/35 18/26 12/34 18/18 7/17 l-:e2.rl 
Type 1B 1B 1B 3 3 4 4 
Location SE ::. SE SE NH SE NE 
Total Alkalinity 117 98 111 150 192 89 156 130 
Calciur.1 H2.rdness 88 61 73 94 116 51 90 80.1 
Total Haydness 143 104 113 169 404 93 158 157.4 
Sulfate 21 12 16 63 180 35 36 45.7 
Chloride 2.2 1.8 2.7 3.3 1.8 1.0 4.3 2.6 
Sodium 5.0 1.3 6.7 15.3 70.0 2.7 9.3 13.1 
Potassium 12.1 15.9 9.1 14.5 5.9 9.5 14.3 12.3 
Conductivity 269 203 ·215 382 747 188 327 333 
DO::linant 
Vegeta tion"o'c A B C D,E B C,F (B,C,E,G) 
* Wetland numbers from Evans and ·31ack (1956) 
*..;c A. marsh smart'lf7ced E. cattail 
B. whitetop F. slender bulrush 
C. slough sedge G. river bulrush 
D. mannagrass 
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Sulfate salts appear to influence distribution of aquatic 
plants mOl-e than do carbonate salts C-loy1e 1945: 1119). Water 
samples analyzed during spring 1966 (Table 4) had moderate 
concentrations of sulfates (mean 45.7 ppm; range, 7.5-200 ppm). 
Dominant wetland plants are indicative of water intermediate 
bet\vcen hard carbonate and alkali and vlOuld be classified in 
Hoyle ' s lbrdvater Subgroup 2 (Hoyle 412-413). Plants 
typical of this subgroup and abundant on the study area arc: 
giant burreed, river bulrush, slender bulrush, marsh smartweed, 
coontail, clasping leaf pondweed, sago pond\veed, lesser duckweed, 
and star duck\oieed. 
The Pothole Habitat 
Wetlands on the study area appear to be dependent on 
preCipitation and surface runoff for their water supply, the water 
table having little or no influence on pothole water levels (Evans 
and Black 1956, Jenni 1956). Rapid changes in water levels and 
nUillber of \'later areas occur when heavy showers provide a good 
supply of surface runoff. During the spring of 1965, numbers of 
wet ponds and "later levels continued to decline after spring break-
up until mid-}:ay, v1hen 6.7 inches of rain fell in a 10-day period. 
Water area numbers increased from an average of 22.4 to 52.1 per 
square mile, and gauges in eight selected deeper potholes shoved 
an average increase in water levels of 17.3 inches (Fig. 2). Large 
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Figure 2. Heekly changes in numbers of wet Types 
IA - 5 ponds, Types IB - 5 ponds, and 
average water levels in eight selected 
deeper ponds, Waubay study area, 1965-66. 
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,.;eekly variations in numbers of "Iet potholes resulted since nearly 
75 percent of the areas were Types lA and 18 ponds (Table 2). 
None of the potholer. on the study nrc., nrc permanent enough 
to survive a severe drought such as oceun'ed in the late 1950 1 S. 
In 1959 all wetlands were completely dry by June, with only one 
stock dugout containing water on the study area. 
Evans and 8lack (1956: 52) and Jenni (1956: 40-42) shOvled a 
direct relationsllip durins the period 1950-54 between the number of 
water areas available on May 10 and the waterfowl breeding population 
density. Evans and Black (1956: 52) stated that these variations 
in numbers of water areas were the result of varying degrees of 
drouzht and that the more temporary areas were the first to go dry 
folloHed by those next in order of permanence. Analysis of data 
plotted in Figure 2 shows that a positive relationship exists 
bet\veen changes in water levels in deeper marshes and the number of 
wet ponds of Types 18 through 5 during the spring (r=0.81 in 1965; 
r=0.82 in 1966), with numbers of water areas decreasing with falling 
'V.'ater levels. These correlations vere significant (p<, 0.01). Thus, 
the number of wet ponds is an indicator of general water conditions. 
Hhen "later conditions are deteriorating and the more temporary ponds 
arc disappearing, water levels are also declining in the deeper 
Types 3, 4, and 5 wetlands. 
Compared to the 16-year average of the period 1950-66, the 
number ,of wet ponds per square mile in mid-Nay during the 2 years 
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of this study was average or above. Number of water areas per 
square mile in 1965 .1nd 1%6 was 22.4 and 34.0 respectively. 
,.;here3s the 16-ycar avcr.1ee \.;as 22.5. Hater conditions during 
the last half of the 1965 spring breeding sen son and throughout 
the entire spring of 1966 \-lere representative of optimum 
conditions at \<,'aubay and ,,,ere probably as good as any that 
existed from 1950-66. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Breed inc Populntions 
Spring migration of bluc-wjngcd teal fo11m-led the same 
chronologie pattern both years of the study. Dreeding populations 
increased rapidly from arrival in mid-April and reached peak 
densities by mid-May (Tables 5 and 6). Weekly censuses suggested 
that migrating blue-winged teal used the area little and that 
population increases were mainly due to arrivals'of residents. 
Evans and Black (1956) Jenni (1956) also found that the 
Haubay Study Area received li.ttle use by migrating blue,·,ings. 
They stated that breeding populations branched from main migration 
routes in river valleys located on the cast and west sides of the 
prairie hills. 
Number of breeding pairs stabilized by the second \-leek in 
both years (Table 5). Since subsequent weekly censuses failed to 
show any major decline in pair numbers due to migration, the high. 
count \·;08 selected to represent breeding pairs. Maximum figures 
were used because not all breeding pairs which utilized the area 
were present during anyone census period and pairs often moved 
temporarily beyond study area boundaries. Counts have not been 
corrected for excess males knO\':11 to be present in the population . 
Evans and Blnck (1956) and Jenni (1956) also used the high 
count to calculate breeding-pair densities on this area. Both 
-.---_. -. . ___ .. _'_ .......... __ .. ........ , ".. ____ --.- - _._ .. _ •••• _ •• __ .... _ ..... __ ••• __ • ___ 0' ••••• __.. ..... ...------.- - .. - -' •• --
Table 5. Distribution of blue-winged teal pairs by pond types during weekly censuses, 
Waubay study area, 1965-66. 
Type 4/15 4/22 4/10 ___ _50l __ 6/5 J5jll 6/16 6/24 
1965 
lA 1 7 6 7 7 5 9 
IB 1 7 9 9 16 17 13 23 18 30 
3 6 12 25 33 41 41 46 39 36 34 24 
4&5 7 18 41 50 42 35 44 44 45 30 
Pairs 6 20 51 83 100 106 104 103 110 102 93 
1966 
1A 1 'I: * 
IB 4 5 8 11 24 22 17 14 13 * 
3 2 4 27 58 55 55 48 44 38 "J{ * 
4&5 10 11 27 34 34 37 32 36 33 * 
Pairs 16 20 63 103 113 114 97 94 84 
N· 
counts were made .t:--,'; 
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Table 6. 
April 9 
April 15 
April 22 
April 30 
Nay 6 
Hay 13 
Hay 2l 
Hay 28 
June 4 
June 11 
June 16 
June 28 
Hcckly c1wngc .. ; in popll1:1lion nlld sex ratios of 
blue-winced teal) Haubny study nrca.. 
Number of Blue- Sex Rntios 
winged Teal (ma1es:l00 femnles) 
1965 1966 1965 1966 
10 21 150 320 
39 3/1 129 162 
93 111 138 136 
151 184 122 136 
183 199 120 131 
163 194 186 143 
162 147 179 200 
156 130 212 261 
160 108 220 350 
145 263 
135 255 
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their studies and the present one indicate that this method is 
valid vlhen considering the migration pattern of the blue-winged 
teal population on this area. Application of this method to 
other In-airiC: breeding area:;; may not he feasible unless a similar 
migration pattern exists. A recent Minnesota study (Jessen et al. 
1964) shoHed that fo11O\"ing initial population peak, numbers of 
blue-winged teal pairs declined and then built up to a secondary 
peak. They felt the secondary peak to be a more reliable indica-
tor of the breeding population. I did not observe a secondary 
. peak in numbers of breeding pairs. 
Pair counts, to be reliable, should be made at the end of 
nigration but before drakes desert hens and gather for the molt. 
Using these criteria, it appears that the period May 12-25 would 
be optimum for censusing blue-winged teal breeding pairs in the 
northern Prairie Coteau of South Dakota. 
Breeding-pair densities for blue-winged teal and other species 
for both years of the present study as ,,,ell as averages for the 
entire l6-year period are shO\'1O in Table 7. Years of maximum and 
minimum breeding population densities are included for comparison. 
Maximum pair densities of 86.4 per square mile which occurred in 
1963 are for all species combined, and does not in all instances 
represent peak densities for any particular species during the 
l6-year period. 
Blue-winged teal pair densities during the period of this 
study were well above the 16-yenr avcrngc and are close to 
--------.--....-....--- .. ---- - ... -......--.,_.,....--.- - _._ ... "' ...... __ .. _._-- ................ - --... --_._------
Teb1e 7. Waterfowl breeding pair densities on Sections 7, 12-19, 18, 30-13, Waubay 
study area, 1950-66. 
---
Density (So. Xi.) 
Average Ninirr.u::1 }:a:·: i::-..:::: 
(1950-55 Year 
1957-66) 1965 1966 1959 
B1ue-·,..,inged Teal 20.5 30.7 33.0 
Gad\,'al1 6.7 -13.6 9.6 
(Ana.s platyrhynchos) 6.1 7.5 9.0 0.3 
Pintail acuta) 5.6 4.1 3.2 
Shoveler (Anas clypeata) 2.5 2.0 1.7 
(Athyn americana) 2.1 3.5 4.3 
Rudely (Oxyura j amaicensis)"( 0.9 2.6 2.0 
1.0 1.7 1.1 
Total 45.4 65.7 63.9 0.3 
* __ eeding population believed to be underestimated due to the difficulty of censusing 
this species. 
Yea.::: 
, 953 
35.l< 
10.4 
12.2 
11. 9 
9.6 
£..3 
0.6 
2.3 
86.4 
** Other species occasionally remaining to nest on the area in decreasing order of were: 
Anerican \o7idgeon (}iareca americana), canvasback (Athva va1isineria), lesser SC8l.!? (Ath\'a 
affinis), green-winged teal (Anes caro1inensis), and ring-necked duck (Athya collaris). 
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r.laximum densities found on this area (Fig. 3). Pair densities 
of all other major brccdinB species are above the l6-year average 
except for pintail and shoveler whjch Here slightly below average 
I 
(Table 7). 
Sex Ratios 
changes in blue-\.1inged teal sex ratios throughout both 
breeding seasons arc shown in Table 6. Unmated males, so conspicuous 
during the early-arrival period, were observed to remain throughout 
the breeding season. 
Ratios were more balanced as breeding populations increased 
and showed smallest differences in the second week of May just prior 
to the onset of nesting. Sex ratios at that time were 120 and 131 
males per 100 females in 1965 ane 1966, respectively (Table 6). Some 
paired waiting males were undoubtedly included in these ratios, since 
nesting had started. Nevertheless, I believe approximately 15 to 
20 percent of drakes present on the study orca were unmated at 
time first nesting started. Novements and other behavior of unmated 
drakes will be discussed in a subsequent section. 
Various workers (Bennett 1938, Furniss 1938, Erickson 1943, 
Benson 1948, Bellrose et a!. 1961, Keith 1961, Dzubin pers. cornal., 
Hamr.,ond pers. conun.) have found that sex ratios of blue-winged teal 
are unbalanced towards males. During the early part of spring 
migration sex ratios \·!cre very unbalanced tml1ards males but tended 
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Figure 3. of wet ponds in mid-May and blue-winged teal breeding 
pairs per square mile, Waubay study area, 1950-66 (1950 and 1961 
counts conducted in 1nte May-early June; 1954 data for 12-section 
'\'aubay study area, Jenni 1956; no survey in 1956). N '" 
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to equalize in late migration and onset of n6sting (Table 8). Sex 
ratios I observed were comparable to those reported from other 
prairie pothole brcedjng crounds. 
Pair-Pothole Fluctuations from 1950-1966 
Studies conducted at tvaubay from 1950-66 shmved that number of 
'water areas in varied from 0.6 to morc than 50 per square 
mile, \"hile breeding pair densities ranged from 0 to nearly 37 pairs 
per square mile (Fig. 3). 
During the first 4 years of the study (1950-53), number of 
water areas and pair densitie,s remained at a relatively high level 
(Evans and Black 1956). In 1954, water areas and breeding pairs 
began to decline (Jenni 1956). Except fOl- heavy rains in late }1ay 
1957, \"hich temporarily improved \"ater levels, potholes and breeding 
popUlations continued to decline from 1955-58, and in 1959 water-
fowl habitat and populations were at lowest level during a period 
of extreme drought. The blue-winged teal population increased 
when the "Tetland habitat improved temporarily in 1960. In 1961 
water conditions again deteriorated and the teal population 
responded accordingly. 
More than 8 inches of rain fell in May 1962, resulting in 
greatly improved water conditions. Above average rainfall during 
the remainder of 1962 and adequate precipitation from 1963 to 1966 
restored numbers of \OTet ponds to levels to or better 
than those that existed in the early 1950's. Blue-winged 'tcal pair 
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Table 8. Sex ratios of blue-winged teal on prairie breeding 
grounds. 
Location Spring Late Nigration Authority 
Nigration and/or Pre-
laying 
Nale:Female Hale:Fema1e 
Iowa 142:100 108:100 Bennett 1938 
Hinnesota 3J.l1 : 100 13/1: 100 Erickson 1943 
137:100 107:100 Benson 1948 
South Dakota 137:100 120:100 This Study 1965 
(nOl: thcas t) 140:100 131:100 This Study 1966 
North Dakota 179: 100 133:100 Hammond (unpub1.) 
140:100 120:100 Hammond (unpub1. ) 
31 
1963 
1964 
Nanitoba 163:100 138: 100 Hawkins in Bellrose 
et a1. 1961:416 
Saskatche\van 116:100 Furniss 1938 
120:100 Dzubin (unpub1. ) 
Alberta 141:100 133:100 Keith 1961 
Prairie Breeding 
Grounds 133:100* Be11rose et a1. 
1961:428 
* includes data from both periods during the spring 
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densities [rom 1963-66 were Greater than in any year since 1950. 
Data plotted in Fig. 3 sho\v that a highly significant correlation 
(r=0.72, p 0.01) exists ueL\vcen the number of ... later areas in 
mid-May and yearly blue-winged teal breeding pair densities. 
Several investigators besides Evans and Black (1956) and 
Jenni (1956) have shov!ll relationships bet\'leen spring \-Tater 
conditions and breeding pair densities of various species. Salyer 
(1962: 78), working in North Dakota, stated that breeding pair 
populations tended to fluctuate with numbers of available \-later 
areas. Mendall (1958: 239-241) found that water during a 
brief period prior to nesting were of major importance in determining 
breeding population levels of black (Anas ruuripes) and ring-necked 
ducks in Maine. Rogers (1964: 217) indicated that lesser scaup in 
Manitoba were probably affected by both the quality and number of 
potholes. In Wisconsin, Jahn and Hunt (1964: 37) found that the 
abundance of breeding blue-winged teal fluctuated widely bet\-leen 
years, depending largely upon the amount of surface water available. 
Variations in early and late-spring water conditions were 
compared to determine if chanees influenced yearly blue-winged teal 
breeding pair densities. Since the majority of teal arrived from 
late April through mid-Hay (Tables 5 and 6) and nesting started in 
\-18 ter conditions durine this period would probably have 
the most influence on breeding population levels. Comparisons were 
made only for those years in which a sufficient number of counts 
were made durine the spring. 
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Blue-winged teal apparently responded most to water conditions 
from late April through mid-Nay. Variations in \-later conditions 
after this period did not appear to affect teal numbers as much. 
In 1951, 1957, and 1965, water conditions improved rapidly in 
late Hay or June, but teal densities apparently had already 
stabilized and no increase in population occurred. In 1958 the 
number of '.fa ter areas \-las less than normal in late April and 
continued to decline through May. Moderate numbers of bluewings 
arrived in late April and early Hay, but over half departed by 
late Hay \-lhen greatest pair densities should have existed. Rogers 
(1964: 217) reported lesser scaup on his Manitoba study area were 
similarily affected by extremely 10\01 \-]ater levels prior to nesting. 
During the extreme drought conditions of 1959, almost all 
areas dried up and no teal stayed to breed. In 1963, water 
conditions remained relatively stable throughout spring as did 
number of breeding pairs. In both 1964 'and 1966, water conditions 
were excellent in late April, but declined slO\.,ly and continually 
during May and June. Breeders arrived and maintained high 
densities and no population decline resulted with the decrease of 
water in June (Table 9). 
Annu.;:l breeding population levels at Waubay are evidently 
determined by local water conditons and pair-density fluctuations 
result from changes in water conditions during a critical period 
in spring. These population changes appear to be independent of 
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Table 9. Early and late spring water concI itions and blue-winged 
teal breeding pairs per sCJuare mile, Waubay study area. 
Early Spring Late Spring 
Late Nay May June 
April 1-15 22-31 
Ponds/square mile 40.0 27.2 21. 7 35.4 
Pairs 2.9 21. 7 24.9 24.0 
Ponds/square mile 22.7 19.2 40.1 29.9 
Pairs i •. 7 12:5 9.3 10.5 
1958;'; 
Ponds/square mile 16.0 11.6 3.2 2.0 
Pairs 8.4 9.3 2.6 3.8 
1959:'; 
Ponds/square mile 1.2 0.6 0.6 0.3 
Pairs 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Ponds/square mile 32.3 27.6 Xi':. 31.4 
Pairs 12.8 35.5 ** 36.3 
Ponds/square mile 50.6 23.8 ** 11.6 
Pairs 8.4 36.9 ** 33.4 
1965 
Ponds/square mile 30.5 22.1 50.9 48.5 
Pairs 14.8 29.1 30.2 32.0 
1966 
Ponds/square mile 39.5 33.7 25.6 22.7 
Pairs 18.3 32.8 28.2 27.3 
* Unpublished data, U. S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wi1diife; 
annual Waubay Study Area breeding pair surveys. 
** No counts made. 
35 
continental population levels (Crissey 1964). Findings suggest 
breeding birds from other areas may be short-stopped at Waubay 
during years of good water conditions and establish residency on 
the study area. 
Factors Influencing Pothole Use 
Pond Type and Size 
, 
• I 
I 
t 
Breeding blue-winged teal cxhibted considerable variation in 
use of both pond types and sizes; however, pothole types and size 
are closely correlated and difficult to separate on the \·laubay area. 
i 
i 
Nearly 88 percent of all Type IA areas arc less than 0.5 acres, 
92 percent of all Type lA and lB ponds combined are less than 1 , 
i acre, 67 percent of all Type 3 ponds range from 1 to 5 acres, and 
I 
I 
I 
67 percent of all Type 4 and 5 ponds are larger than 5 acres 
(Table 2). Since type and size are so closely related, and since 
Evans and Black (1956) have already indicated the significance of 
various pond sizes to breeding pairs, data will be presented mainly 
t 
by pond type. 
I . . Relative importance of each pond type \.;ras determined by 
I pair densities per 100 acres of available water and : 
! 
percent of breeding pairs of dabbler species using each type. , Average bluc\.;ring pair densities per 100 acres for 1965 and 1966 
during the nesting period counts) are sho\\'11 in Table 10. 
{ In terms of selection of available wet habitat, bluewing pairs 
1 had the highest concentration per unit area 6f water on Type lB 
1 
1 
'$ ....... ------..... -----..... 
Table 10. Average of breeding pairs and pond type per 100 acres of Hater during the 
nesting period, Wnubay study area, 1965-66. 
Pond Bluc-·,·:inged Gad\Olall Mallard Pintail Shoveler 
Type T(,.:I1 
1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 1965 1966 
Pairs per 100 acres of water 
lA 45.7 26.1 3.7 35.0 27.2 12.6 2.8 2.2 
13 56.8 63.6 32.8 2CL 7 23.1 20.3 12.4 12.6 3.8 7.1 
3 38.9 52.1 12.5 11. 9 9.6 12.2 5.7 4.2 2.9 2.5 
4&5 21. 0 17.4 7.5 .. 8.2 5.0 5.4 1.6 1.5 0.8 0.5 
Pair distribution (percent) 
lA 5.1 0.0 6.9 0.4 12.1 3.5 9.5 1.1 4.4 0.0 
IE 16.9 16.7 25.1 17.2 23.5 19.5 27.2 33.7 20.0 34.6 
3 36.7 49.3 30.2 34.1 31.1 40.2 39.7 37.9 48.9 46.2 
4&5 41. 3 34.0 37.8 48.3 33.3 36.8 25.5 27.3 26.7 19.2 
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ponds, followed in decreasing order by Type 3, lA, and 4 and 5 ponds. 
Although use on a per-acre basif; is high for Type lA ponds, percent 
of total pairs was 10\.,. This is due both to small total acreage 
of Type lA ponds (Table 2) and that they were largely without water 
and unavailable for use (Fig. 2). 
- -
were preferred early habitat for blue-winged teal. They found 
dispersion did not occur until populations built up and pairs 
became cro\.,ded vlhich resul ted in increased usc of small areas . 
Similar results were found in this study. Blue,<ling pairs 
frequented larger and more permanent Type 3, 4 and 5 ponds early 
in the breeding season. In general, pair use of more temporary 
and smaller ponds (Type lA and lB) occurred in Mayas the population 
increased (Table 5). 
Availability of Het Ponds 
Smaller, more temporary ponds (lA and lB) were used by pairs 
during the nesting period as long as they were viet. In 1965, Type 
1 ponds disappeared rapidly until Xay 20 when many basins were 
filled from heavy rains (Fig. 2). This was folloHed by immediate 
dispersal of blue,·ling pairs to these reflooded ponds, even though 
populations remained stable (Table 5). In 1966, few Type lA areas 
contained water during the nesting period (Fig. 2). Pairs did not 
use the few remaining available areas although they dispersed at 
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onset of nesting period and use of Type 18 ponds. Thus, use 
of small III arcns increased at a time ""hen small temporary 1;\ 
ponds were disappearing. Greater use of Type 1;\ ponds in 1965 
than in 1966 appears to be relaled to increased availability. 
In 1966, breeding pair densities of blue-winged teal and 
other dabbling duck species, except gadwall, were comparable to 
those in 1965 (Table 7). This suggests that Type lA areas are 
too temporary in nature and may not influence breeding-pair 
densities. In 1965, pair use on Type lA areas for blue-winged 
teal and other dabblers was relatively high on a per-acre basis. 
Hm"cver, percentage of total breeding population found on these 
areas averaged 5 percent for b1ue ... ,ings and 12 or less percent for 
all other dabbler species (Table 10). Importance of Type lA areas 
should not be measured entirely in pair use received but rather 
in their contribution to the completion of the breeding cycle. In 
1966, data indicated these ponds were not essential to breeding 
blue,,,ings and other dabbler species. Even in 1965 when Type lA 
areas \·1ere disappearing daily until Hay 20, no population decrease 
was observed. 
During both years of study most Type IB potholes contained 
water into June and provided waiting areas for nesting pairs of 
blue-winged teal. As these ponds were used by pairs and by drakes 
waiting for hens on nearby nests, the immediate land use surrounding 
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each was evaluated to determine its influence on pair 
distribution and UtiC. Four land-use categories vlhich contained 
the majority of Type III ponds were 1) idle land, including soil 
bank, 2) hayfie1ds or mowed prairie, 3) cuI tivated or plm'led 
fields, and 4) pasture. 
Type IB ponds located in soil-bank fields, idle areas, and 
hayfields received considerably higher use than ponds located in 
cultivated or plo\"ed fields and pa5tUl.-es (Table 11). Chi-square 
comparison shm.,ed that a difference in pair use bet\veen ponds in 
the four land-use categories was Significant (X2 = 33.3, P<0.05). 
Pairs using ponds in various land-use groups were probably 
influenced by availability of nearby nesting cover. Idle areas, 
soil-bank fields, and new growth in hayfields provided cover for 
39 
initial nesting in mid-Hay, ,·,herea5 tilled fields and newly 
planted fields of small grain apparently lacked sufficient cover . 
Heavy grazing on pastures made them unsuitable for nest locations. 
Breeding-pair use of Type IA ponds during two years of the 
present study was largely restricted to a 5-week period folloWing 
Nay 20, 1965 (Table 5), ,.,hen many of these areas \-1ere temporarily 
restored by heavy rains (Fig. 2). On 328 visits to ponds containing 
water during Lhis period, 41 pairs Here observed (Table 11). 
Although somcHhat 10\-1er usc \oJas observed on lA potholes located in 
2 pastures, differences were not significant (X = 3.7, 
Pair usc of temporary potholes containing \oJater in different land-use 
classes appeared to be proportional to availability. 
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Table 11. Blue-winged teal use by land-use classes 
of Types 1A and 1n ponds on the Waubay study area, 
May 21 - June 24, 1965. 
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Land usc, as it affected amount and density of vegetative cover, 
influenced night roosting sites of breeding pairs. Ponds with 
adequate residual cover were found to serve as night roosting sites 
during spring, whereas more open ponds received little or no use 
even though pairs occupied them during the day. Ponds having 
vegetation in patchy stands of moderate density appeared to receive 
heaviest roosting use. Various species of bulrushes and cattails 
provided adequate cover as did marsh smart",eed, ",hitetop and sedges. 
Pond type or size did not appear to influence use and ducks were 
found roosting in all pond types except temporary Type 1A areas; 
hm"ever, many smaller and less permanent types that \"ere cultivated, 
mowed, burned or over-grazed, lacked roosting cover in early spring. 
Once new vegetative gro"'th in an open pond provided acceptable cover, 
pairs and waiting males could usually be found in them at night. 
It is not kno",n hO\" lack of roosting cover in ponds over an 
area of a square mile or more influenced habitat use by pairs. 
Although many ponds on the study area lacked roosting cover in spring 
due to various land-use practices) it ",as not believed to limit 
overall breeding-pair densities because a sufficient amount and 
distribution of such cover was still present. 
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Hovements and Behavior of Pairs 
During the breedin[; se3son, pair activities become restricted 
to an area nc.11' the nest site \·,hich has been termed "home range II • , 
SO\olls (1955: L,8) defined home range of prairie nesting ducks "as 
lithe area \·lithin \olhich a bird spends its period of isolation 
bet\oJecn the break-up of sp1' ing grcg:lriousness follo\oling spring 
arrival and the reformation of fall gregariousness". Dzubin 
(1955: 293) stated home range is the area in which the pair is 
most active during prenesting, nesting, and incubation. 
More recently, Dzubin (in litt.), after completing an 
intensive study of the biology of mallards in prairie 
pothole country near Kindersley, Saskatche\olan, modifjed and 
refined his definition of home range. The major components of a 
mallard home range which satisfy all breeding requirements include 
1) primary waiting area, 2) secondary waiting area, 3) loafing 
area, 4) nest site and nest cover, 5) feeding areas and gravelling 
spots, and 6) escape cover. Dzubin's concept of honle range includes 
arbitrarily drawn bounrlarie$ around ponds used by mallards from 
prenesting through mid-incubation and encompasses about 95 percent 
of all'observations on one pair. Wjthin this delineated area is 
a core area of usc or activity center in wh:i.ch 70 to 80 percent of 
the observations are centered. 
Dzubin defines the activity center as that portion of the 
home range used most often by a drake, pair or hen during prenesting, 
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laying .:lnd early incubation. It is the area in \'lhich most hostile 
of the drake takes place during the period of maximum 
dispersion. Nost breeding requirements of a pair arc found in the 
activity center. llowever, fOl' mallards, the nest site mayor may 
not be located in the activity center depending upon the relative 
location of the primary \o7aiting area and the number of observations 
made of the pair on other ponds or ncar the nest itself. For blue-
winged teal I have included within the activity center the primary 
\073iting area of the drake and a secondary waiting area if one was 
used, the nest site, all or portions of ponds used regularly for 
feeding, 10afin8, roosting and other types of escape cover and 
upland areas bct\o7een these locations. Nest sites for blue\Olings 
were included since they were found in close proximity to other 
portions of the activity center. 
The primary waiting area is that portion of home range in 
\,'hich the male a\o7aits the female while she is nest building or 
laying and to \olhich she returns after laying. It' is the center of 
activity of drakes during laying and especially during morning 
hours ",hen the hen is on the nest (Dzubin in litt.). Bennett 
(1938: 51) observed bluewing males occupying sites while the hen 
was building the nest and laying and termed these the male waiting 
territorl, while Glover (1956: 33) referred to them as waiting 
stations. 
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The terms activity center and primary "laiting area denote no 
rigid boundaries or defensive behavior thus the term terri.tory 
is not used. Since the activity center is where the drake spends 
the majority of his time, it is where mos.t of the hostile behavior 
originates and is analogous to the territory (Dzubin in litt.). 
For a discussion on tcrritorality ducks sec McKinney (1965: 
92-93) . 
Data on movements and behavior of blue-winged teal arc based 
on observations of 77 color-marked birds made during breeding 
season, 1965 and 1966. Observations ,,,,ere made from Nay to 
September in 1965 on 52 marked teal, and on 25 marked birds from 
mid-April through mid-June in 1966. Addition.:}l observations of 
unmarked bluewings supplemented information gathered on marked 
birds. 
To better understand movements and behavior of breeding blue-
winged teal, histories of three pairs \o1ill be described. The 
histories selected are thought to represent typical movements and 
behavior (except trio) and yet ShO\o1 some of the variations which 
were found to exist in teal pairs breeding in pothole habitat at 
Pair 11 
This pair was cannon-trapped on a 2-acrc Type 3 pond on May 
4, 1965, and marked \",ith green nasal discs. Observations made 
from May 4-9 indicated they had not established an activity center. 
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Prenesting: The paix became estahlishcd on the north end of a 6-acre 
Type 3 pond in a lightly gra2ed pasture from May 9 through May 20. 
This pond was one of eight used during the exploratory period (Fig. 
4). Except for occasional movements to adjacent wetlands the pair 
,.,as rather sedentary. it moved nightly !:i-mile cast to a 
l3-;)crc Type If pond t1wL contained rllnple roosting cover o[ cattail 
and bulrush . 
The pair spent considerable time loafing, preening, sleeping, 
and feeding during the period prior to egg laying. The drake often 
encountered intrudine pairs and unmated males which he drove away. 
The area the pair frequented on the north end of the Type 3 
pond "laS a series of exposed hummocks. On the night of May 20, 
3.4 inches of rain fell and completely flooded these hummocks. 
By 5:30 a.m., on Hay 21, the pair had moved over !:i-mile south"lCSt 
to a 5.4-acre Type 3 pond (Fig. 4). Egg laying had evidently not 
started prior to this movement. 
Nestin.s.: The pair established a ne\07 activity center on a 5.4-acre 
Type 3 pond and several adjacent small Type lB ponds on May 21 and 
22. On the morning of May 22 the pair flew to a soil-bank field 
nortln,rest of the newly occupied pond. Egg laying started on Hay 
22 or 23 and the drake "las observed alone during mid-morning hours 
on May 23 (9:20 a.m.), May 25 (8:50 a.m.), May 28 (9:04 a.m.), May 
30 (9:10 a.m.), and May 31 (11:50 a.m.). 
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Figure 4. of pair 11, May 4-June 24, 1965, Waubay 
study area. 
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The pair ro.osted on the 5./1-:1crc Type 3 pond. They v/ere last 
observed roosting on May 31. Incubation started on either June 1 
or 2 as the drake was roosting alone on June 2. 
Primary area of the drake vlaS a O. 4-acre TypelB pond 
38 yards southeast of the nest and about 120 yards north of the 
Type 3 pond where the pair fed and roosted. The wet pond nearest 
the nest vIas the primary waiting area of this drake (Fig. 4). The 
drake frequently moved to nn adj acent O. 5-acre Type In pond \olhich 
he used as a secondary \']aiting area. HO\"ever, the hen usually 
returned to the primary waiting area after leaving her nest. 
The dral(e a\'lareness of the approximate time the hen 
would be leaving the nest for her afternoon feed and rest period. 
He frequently showed this by becoming alert and extremely aggressive 
towards other blue-winged teal pairs and males just before the hen 
arrived. \fuen the drake moved to other ponds earlier in the day 
he usually returned to the primary waiting area between 2-3:00 p.m. 
The hen \'las observed flying to the primary vwHing area at 3:34 p.m.-
June 4, 2:57 p.m.-June 5, 3:D9 p.m.-June 8, and 3:16 p.m.-June 13. 
After arrivine, the hen frequently bathed vigorously and 
commenced to feed \olhile the drake remained beside her, alert and 
watchful. The pair often south to the 5. 4-acre Type 3 pond 
after 15-30 minutes, they resu:11ed feeding. During early 
incubation the hen remained off the nest for several hours. On 
June 8 she left the nest at 3:09 p.m. and did not return until 7:23 
p.m. 
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The drake \oJilS last observed loafing alone on the primary 
waiting area on June 14. The hen vlaS observed on a Type: 3 
pond southv,rlSt of the primary nrea \oJiLII a new unmarked 
and unbanded drake on June 17. 11er nest was checked and found 
to have been destroyed by a predator. The original drake 
apparently abandoned the hen sometime after June 14. The nest 
was destroyed after his departure but prior to the afternoon of 
June 17. 
The hen accompanying an unmarked male \Olas observed daily 
for, 7 days on the same Type 3 pond and was last sighted on June 24. 
She eVidently repaired with a new drake. 
Pair 22 
This pair was cannon trapped on a 2-acre Type 3 pond Nay 7, 
1965, but the hen escaped from beneath the net before she was 
banded and marked. The drake \01as marked with a red patagial tag 
on the right wine. 
During the evening of May 7 the pair spent over two hours in 
the northwest corner of the same pond. They had frequent successful 
encounters with pairs and unattached males until marked pair 08 
arrived at 7:45 p.m. As pair 08 approached pair 22 a great deal of 
hostile head pumping occurred between both pairs. However, this 
display of hostility did not deter pair 08 which simply walked onto 
shore and behind pair 22. Male 22, followed by his hen, moved on 
shore and approached the intruders. All four became involved in 
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hostile hend pumping anu the males started fighting. They battled 
back and forth along tIle shore and into the water, "lhile both hens 
continued head pumping, peeping and twittering. Fi.nally pair 22 
withdre\y about 15 feet \olhile pair 08 started feeding. Pair 2L 
continually approached the area occupjed by pair 08. Hostile 
head pur.1ping ensued but pair 08 did not leave. A male mallard 
swam up at 7:58 p.m., displaced both pairs, and started feeding in 
their places. At 8:04 p.m. pair 22 flew off to the northwest to 
roost. 
Following this encounter, pair 22 was not observed using the 
nortln.,.,est corner of the pond. Instead, it used a portion of the 
west-central shoreline about 40 yards south. This shoreline section, 
about 30 feet long, became the birds primary waiting area and most 
frequented portion of their activity center during the first 
nesting attempt (Fig. 5). 
lvhen the breeding population was building up to maximum 
density, frequent interactions between pairs, apparently over 
favored areas, were noted. During a 6-hour afternoon period on 
May 8, pair 22 was involved in seven separate encounters with 
other blue\-ling pn1rs and ten \.,.,ith unattached mnies. 
First 1\l!st2:EJl: On Nny 9, 9:l'1 a.m., ·male 22 landt'd II- the \vest-
central shore and, after feeding for about 10-minul' swam to 
the primary waiting area to loaf. The hen was prob. : . j at a nest 
in tha soil-bank field to the west. 
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Figure 5. !-1ovements of pair 22, May 7-June .19, 1965, \olaubay study area. 
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A b111c-\dnged te:11 p:1ir flcH in 10\" fr0111 the west at 9:42 a.m. 
\-lith the hen flying about] 0 yards nhe:1d of the drake. Hale 22 
and another loafing ne:n-by ).m:ncdiately follovled the pair across, 
the pond and landed next to them. The paired drake immediately 
rushed the two intruders and drove them away. Na1e 22 returned to 
the primary "]aiting area. He was still there when his hen flew to 
him from the west at 11:37 a.m. 
The p:1ir remained in vicinity of the ,·miting area throughout 
the afternoon except Hhcn the birds fleH to a small temporary 
Type lA pond. Here they rem;:dned to feed, preen, and rest for over 
an hour before returning to their primary vIa i ting area. 
From 9 to 9:40 a.m., Hay 10, male 22 ,.,Tas loafing by himself 
at the primary waiting area. At intermittent observations after 
2 p.m. the pair was loafing, feeding, and sleeping. At 8:40 p.m., 
they flet'l about 330 yards to the north\.,Test to roost in a 0.6-acre 
Type lB pond. At 9:50 p.m., the birds were roosting in residual 
grO\.,Tth of marsh S1:lart,,,eed. The hen Has captured, marked in the 
same fashion as the drake, and released. 
The drake was again loafing alone at the primary waiting area 
at 8:24 a.m., May 11. The hen was with him at 10:35 a.m. The 
drake v18s also alone during the mornines of Nay 12 (8: 22), Hay 13 
(9:12), May 14 (10:00), and May 16 at the primary waiting 
area. The pair Has a t the primary \·:ai t ing area, or nearby,' during 
the afternoons of }iClY 11 (12:35), Hay 12 (1:30-2:50), Nay 14 (2:05), 
and May 15 (3:00). 
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First indications that incubation started Has on Hay 16, the 
first afternoon that the drnke \olaS ohserved alone (2: 15-3: 00). He 
was again alone at 2:50 p.m., Mny 17. 
On the afternoon (l,: 10) of Nay 18, probably the tId rd day 
of incubation, the drake showed tolerance toward other bluewing 
males. He, with two other drakes, Has chasing blue-winged teal 
pair as in the northwest corner of the 2-acre Type 3 pond. After 
being driven mvay by male 08, he and one other male S\olam to the 
east side of the pond and began feeding. They remained together 
until 4:27 p.m. \vhen male 22 S\olam to his primary waiting area. 
From this time until his hen lost her nest on Hay 2]-23, 
the drake commonly joined other b] ue\ving males. However, this 
social behavior \'las mixed \vi th periods of aggressive behavior. 
For example, at 10:00 a.m., Hay 19, he chased and drove off a 
bluewing pair that S\vam close to where he \-las loafing. After 
this encounter he resumed rest until 11:50 a.m. \-.'hen he Svlam to 
the eas t shore and joined a feeding male blue\ving. He remained 
with this male for over an hour before returning to the primary 
waiting area. At 6:30 p.m., the pair was feeding ncar the 
primary \vaiting area \·,hen pair 08 swam by. Male 22 immediately 
rushed them and they fieH to the north end of the pond; male 22 
returned to his hen. Although he dominated in this encounter he 
was subordinate to male 08 on Nay 7 at the northwest corner of 
the same pond . 
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The pair ,"as ohscrvr·d fly-ino l.·11tO 'L'11e sOl.·lb .... nk fl.' eld at 7' 02 m '- ... b • U • P.'., 
Nay 19. The fcmale dropped into the cover anQ the drake landed in 
a Type lA pond nearby. The area was scarched and the hen flushed, 
from a nest containing 10 cgcs. Assuming the hen started incubating 
on Nay 16, the day on \."hich the lns t egg was laid, and she laid one 
egg per day, the nest was probably initiated on May 7, the day the 
pair was cannon netted. 
The nest \.;ras 27 yards southeast of the Type lA pond where the 
drake landed after the hen dropped into the nesting cover and over 
160 yards "lest of the primary \.;raiting area (Fig. 5). Na1e 22 differed 
from male 11 in that he did not use the pond nearest the nest as a 
",aiting area. 
Renesting Interval: On Hay 20, a 3.4-inch dounpour occurred follmved 
by intermittent periods of rain (1.48 inches) through May 23. The 
hen \·las incubating on Nay 20 although no observations made on 
either member of the pair on May 21. The pair was loafing at 
various hours Nay 22 and 23. I inspected the nest Hay 24 while the 
pair was loafing together on the primary waiting area. The eggs 
were cold, wet, and partly exposed but otherwise undisturbed. The 
excessive moisture may have caused the hen to desert. 
From Hay 23-25 the pair was rather sedentary as they were 
usually found together on, or in the vicinity of, the primary 
\-laiting area. The drake again became aggressive and did not 
tolerate other blue-winged tea] near him or his hen. He did not 
join other males as he llad \olhen his hen ",as incubating. During 
54 
a 411-houl" period (11:40 a.m.-4:00 p.m.) on 24, he ,·ms involved 
in five separate encounters with other blue-winced teal which 
approached. On one occasion, a bluewinc pair flew directly over 
I pair 22 as they were loafing on the primary wait:i.ng area. Hale 22 
\ 
\ 
immediately flew up and attacked the other male by grasping and 
hitting him in mid-air and knocking him into the ,·rater. The hen 
1 , 
I landed immediately and her male joined her. Male 22 returned to , 
I 
i his hen on shore. 
! 
l During the same observation period, pair 22 also had 
I , three encounters with a gadwall pair. The encounters occurred 
I , when a feeding gad\'lall pair drifted close to the primary waiting 
i 
\ • 
area of pair 22. In each case, as the gadwalls approached, the 
male rushed pair 22 and drove them a\"ay. However, on Hay 25, a 
I lone fceding female gadwall moved close to pair 22. Male 22 
\ 
i 
pursued and drove her from the area. 
1 Second Nesting: On the mornings of !-1ay co and 27 the pair \-18S 
I 
I 
! 
observed flying west 450 yards to the northeast corner of a 12.5-
acre Type 3 marsh. They had occasionally used this pond on Nay 9, 
\ 
12, and 19. After Hay 27 the hen and drake fIe,,, every morning 
to this pond which became thei.r ne\" primary wait ing area and 
I 
I 
activity center during the second (Fig. 5). The pair . , 
\ 
usually returned every afternoon to their original primary waiting 
area. Hm'lever, by June 1 visits Lecame less frequent and after 
I ; June 3 nei.ther member of the pair was observed using the area aeain. 
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I Early during the first ncsting period the birds roosted in a 
0.6-acre Type In pond 330 Y<1rds nortll\olcst of their original primary 
waiting area. 1I0\"ever, on the evenings of Hay 18, 30, and 31, they 
• 
were found roosting 60 yards south of thcir primary waiting area 
on a 1.3-acre Type 1B pond. Apparently, once the new growth of 
emergents provided acceptable roosting cover nearer tl1cir primary 
waiting aren and site used for loafing and feeding, they made use 
of it. After pair 22 rcnested they roosted in the- most-frequented 
portion of the second activity center. 
First indication that incubation may have started ,·TaS when 
the male \\Tas observed loafing alone at 4: 10 p. m., June 6. He \OlaS 
also alone on the ne,,, primary \"aiting area on the afternoons of 
June 9 (1:50), June 10 (4:38), and June 12 (4:00). 
Pair 22 was observed on the ne,,, primary \-laiU.ng area from 
4:57 to 5:50 p.m., June 13. At 5:50 p.m. they flew northeast and 
swung 10\,7 severnl times over the soil-bank field. The hen dropped 
into the nesting cover and the drake returned to the primary waiting 
area. 
Cover .... 'here the hen landed ... ms searched and the bird \o1aS 
flushed from a nest containing 9 eggs. This nest was located 47 
yards northeast of the new primary waiting area and about 250 yards 
west-northwest of the first nest (Fig. 5). Distance between first 
nest and renest \,'3S similar to that reported by So\-11s (1955: 137) 
for bluewings and by Hunt and Anderson (1966: 24) for cinnamon teal 
(Anas cyanoptcrn). 
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The male was last observed alone on the primary waiting area 
and home range at 2:00 p.m., June 19. Ue \oms aeain sighted 
northeast on July 6 on a Type 4 marsh in a post-breeding 
concentration of several hundred blue-winged teal and other dabbler 
ducks. 
The hen was observed on July 14 with seven ducklings on a 
20-acre Type 4 pond 385 yards west of the nest (Fig. 5). 
Nale 61 
Prenesting: This drake was captured while night-lighting on Xay 7, 
1966, on a 22-acre Type 3 pond. The pair was roosting in residual 
cattail cover but the hen escaped before she could be netted. The 
drake \OlBS color-marked with yello,,, nasal discs. 
This drake and an unmarked hen were located the next afternoon 
I 
t on a 3.B-acre Type 3 pond 1.15 miles southeast of the capture site. , Five other bluc,-ling pairs \'lere using this pond at the same time. 
At 6:05 a.m., May 13, the male and a hen were loafing on a 
0.4-acre Type IB pond about 630 yards east-southeast of the capture 
site and 1 mile north of the Type 3 pond used on May 8. Later the 
same afternoon the two birds ,-lere feeding 220 yards north in a 8.6-
acre Type 5 pond. 
During the period May 7-15, the pair was observed usinc 7 
different ponds and movements encompassed about 170 acres (Fig. 6), 
although one r,lOvement increased the area to about 270 acres. 
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Figure 6. of male 61 during the prenesting and first 
nesting period, Nay 7-23, 1966, \.Jaubay study area. 
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First NestinG.: The male \.,as alone the mornings of Hay 16, 20 and 22 
on the same O.ll-ncre Type lB pond he used on Hay 13. At 9:42 a.m., Hay 
22, he ,,1as joined at his primnry Ha:it1.ng area by a female v .. hich flew 
from the hillsi.de northeast of the pond. The pair then flew west 
490 to a 8.5-acre Type 3 pond and fed. 
The hayed native prairie on tho hill from v .. here the hen came 
was thoroughly searched. Suitable nesting cover vlaS limited as 
nc\,' gro\"th had just stHrted and previous late-summer mO\ving left 
little cover. A nest containing 7 eggs Has found about 60 feet 
northeast of the pond in a clump of residual grass. 
At 9:/,5 a.m., Hay 23, the drake vlaS again alone on the Type IE 
pond. A bluo\.,ing pair flo\'1 past and male 61 pursued them a short 
distance and then flew to the Type 5 marsh 220 yards north of the 
primary Haiting area. He returned to the primary ,·miting area 
within five minutes. Soon a lone male bluewing landed and male 61 
drove him aVlay and pursued him nor th to the Type 5 pond. After 
this chase male 61 remained on that pond. 
At 9:57 a.m., the hen fle,v from the nest to the primary ,,,aiting 
area and remained there until 10: 04 a.m., at \"hich time she flew 
very low and SlOHly over three ponds and continued to a 8.5-acre 
Type 3 pond. She remained there until 10:10 a.m.; then flew to the 
22-acre Type 3 pond on which her drake ,,,as originally captured 
(Fig. 6). Her mate joined her Dt 10:16 a.m. 
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Renesting Interval: By May 28 the nest had been disrupted by a 
predator. It \".:1S not determined if the hen hnd completed her 
clutch and started incubating before the nest was destroyed. 
Use of the primary waiting area was discontinued after nest 
destruction. 
During the first nesting nttempt, the pair frequented an area 
of approximately 125 acres and were observed using 6 of the 10 wet 
ponds \"ithin this area. In a 3-day period, May 28-30, durin?, the 
renesting interval, the pair increased their mobility and frequented 
8 ponds within 210-acres (Fig. 7). Four of these ponds apparently 
were first used during the renesting period as the male was never 
observed on them during the prenesting or first-nesting period. 
The pair centered activities on the eastern third of the 8.6-
acre Type 5 pond located about 220 yards of the first nest and the 
primary area (Figs. 6 and 7). They had used this pond during 
both the prenesting and first-nesting periods. This became the new 
activity center and primary waiting area for the second nesting. Use 
of tHO ponds during the second nesting contrasts with that of' the 
first nesting, where four different ponds were included within the 
activity center. 
Intraspecific and Interspecific Male 61 was frequently 
involved in intraspecific encounters during the renesting interval 
and second nesting period. For example, from 9:55 to 10:21 a.m., 
Hay 30" he experienced 12 interactions \dth a blue-\"inged teal drake 
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Figure 7. Movements of male 61 during the second prcnesting and 
period, May 28-Junc 25, 1966, study area. 
llc\-l<1t> assoct:lted \-lith tHO f"males. 
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\0)110 fol10\'o'Cd the p3ix ;lround the neVl activity center. Each time 
this intruder approDched, he pursued and drove him a\wy, making 
bodily contact on 2 occ;lsions. In the remaining encounters the 
intruding male illlnlcdi;:ltely rctTC';ltcd, by either flyinr, or rapidly 
sHimming from the vicinity. 
Hale 61 v:as involved in 47 interactions on the activity 
center "lith other bluewings during nearly 20 hours of observation 
from June 6 to June 25. Eighty-one percent of the interactions 
vlere '·lith unmated males. Of these, 66 percent were with one male 
and 15 percent Hith 2 or more males simultaneously. Only 6 percent 
of them involved pairs or paired males. The remaining 13 percent 
of the encounters Here unclassified. In all cases, male 61 was 
successful in driving them from the immediate viCinity. 
During this same period the male \.]as involved in 24 interactions 
with a pair of coots that nested in the activity center. The coots 
initiated aggression, especially ,.]hen male 61 attempted to loaf on 
a muskrat lodge near their nest site. He always retreated by moving 
to another portion of the activity center or avoided running attacks 
by flying up and letting the coot pass beneath. Although these 
interspecific interactions occurred Hith regular frequency, neither 
the male bluewing nor his hens were ever permanently displaced from 
any portion of the activity center. 
Trio: At 7: 40 p. m., Hay 30, a blue-\o)inged teal hen fle\.] from 
vegetation on the shore of the 8.6-acrc Type 5 pond and joined pair 
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61. 1Ley shm-:cd liO beL<lvior tm-.'anh; tilis second female. 
lIm,'ever-) tlVO I;)al('s) app..-n'ently unmat<:d) \"ho had been harassing the 
pair intermittently since 6:32 p.m.) increased their activities 
the arrival of the second hen. 
The two unpaired males repeatedly approached and were met by 
a great deal of hostile head pumping from the trio. Male 61 would 
rush one male and then the other, driving them from the immediate 
vicinity. Finally, tlw trio Slvillll to\vards the east end of the pond. 
The drakes fo:l.lol-1eu and periodically harassed them but "1ere driven 
alvay by male 61 \vhen ei ther approached too closely. This behavior 
continued until dark. 
On 6, I revisited the activity center and male 61 was 
alone, but at 5:18 p.m. he was with two hens. This trio persisted 
through June 25 at which time work on the study area was terminated. 
Throughout the period the trio was observed, no strife or aggressive 
occurred between the hens. They fed, loafed, preened, and 
roosted together in cOli1;>any \vith trle drake. There "laS no indication 
that the male a ttempted to keep the hens together; hOlolever) he 
appeared to one hen more frequently than the other. The 
second hen "']QuId often IT_ove off by herself a short distance to feed 
or loaf ,-,hile the male and other female remained together. On 
several occasions when the hens were feeding or loofing apart, the 
male would leave one ond join the other. 
Renestinc and Second Hen: The first ind:i_cation that both 
hens ,:.:ore nesting vJ3S the TI;ale \'7as alone on the ,,'aiting area 
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the morning of June 6. At 11:08 a.m., a hen, presumed to be 
one of the trio, flew in \vith t\.,.,o dr:1kes pursuing. As they neared 
the primary waiting area, mnle 61 joined the hen dieD all four 
landed. Hale 61 remained close to the hen; both engaged in head 
pumping. Hale 61 tben rushed the other drakes and drove them mlay. 
At 11:/13 a.m., the second hell of the trio fle\v in ancl joined 
the pair. They remained together throughout the afternoon and 
evening except for a short period "1hen the male pursued a drake 
that attempted to land. 
At 1:50 p.m., June 10, a bluewing hen was flushed from a nest 
\-lith 8 eggs in a 4.4-acre patch of unmowed native prairie 118 feet 
from the primary \vaiting area (Fig. 7). It \>1as thought this was 
the hen originally \vith male 61 as he associated more closely with 
her throughout the entire period of observation than with the other 
hen. 
Prior to incubation the trio 'vas obs'erved going to roost in 
hardstem bulrush in the activity center. The last evening all 
three ,.,.,ere found roosting together "laS June 12. 
The hen ,vhose nest \...as located on June 10 completed her 
clutch of 11 eggs on June 13. I did not determine if she initiated 
incubation on the same day. llovlever, the trio feeding together 
on the activity center at 5:00 a.m., June 14. 
At 5: 11 a. m., ",hile the trio \vas feeding, male 61 approached 
the hen who had completed her clutch and mounted her. He then 
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joined the other hen about threc yards m·my and fo1loy,'ed her towards 
shore ' .... they climbed up on :l muskrat 10uge and loafed, The 
first hen soon joined them. 
The trio continued to feed intermittently and loaf until 6:15 
a. m., ' .... hen one hen nnd the male left the hen ",ho had completed 
her clutch. \.Jhcn the pair moved several yards to open water. the 
male copulated with thc accompanying hen at 6:16 a.m. 
At 6:5L. a.m .• the hen \ .... ho had completed her clutch departed 
and the other t"JO birds fo11m-1e<1. The trio flcw about 4-10 feet 
above the ground over the prnirie containing the nests. The hen 
with the completed clutch veered and dropped into the unhayed 
portion of the prairie approximately 15 to 20 yards from the nest. 
The pair remaining flC\ol out of sight then reappeared at 6: 56 a. m. 
flying low across the prairie and landed at the primary waiting 
area. 
At 7:07 a.m., the second hen and the male flew across the same 
patch of nesting cover and made four passes before the hen landed. 
The drake continued to the 4.4-acr.e Type 4 pond inunediately north 
of the tpo nest sites. This same hen was observed going to her 
nest at ·7:26 a.w., June 15. 
The area ·,,,here the hen lnnded \-las searched and the hen ,"as 
flushed from a nest containing 9 eggs. This nest was located 210 
feet from the adler hen 1 s nest, 195 feet from the Type 5 pond 
,: 
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the primary \witing Clrca, and 105 feet from the Type 
4 pond to the north 7). 
The trio was last observed on Junc 25. At 8:30 a.m., the 
male was loafing alone on the primary waiting area. By 8:52 a.m., 
he had been joined by the hen who had started incubation first. 
At 9:05 a.m., the second hen flew in from the nest and joined 
the pair. success was not determined as observations were 
terminated. 
Behavior of Pairs 
Early migrants arrived as individuals, pairs, and small groups. 
Bennett (1938: 37) stated that flocks of over 30 blue\'lings were 
seen only rarely during spring migration in Iowa. Excess males were 
conspicuous among the early migrants but their ratio decreased as 
more pairs arrived (Table 6). 
During the arrival period from mid-April through the first 
''leek in Nay, intraspecific strife ,,'as mi.nimal, especially during 
the earlier \'leeks. 'It was comlllon to observe several pairs, together, 
often accompanied by one or more unpaired males. Trios (two drakes 
and one hen) \vere also observed during this period. These gregarious 
both yean; of study. 
Although sociable tendencies were cOllUUon among arrivals, 
manifestations of hostility \'lere apparent in these gatherings. 
Individual pairs could be identified readily by their behavior 
,i 
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within these groups. \fJwn nppronched a pai r, they ",ere 
usually met by peeping and head pumping or aggressive 
chin-lif ting (Johnsg:n-d 1965) by one or botll members of the pair. 
Thus, pairs \,'ould not tolerate others ncar them and the paired 
male would threaten if necessary. This type of hostility by a 
paired drake in the viCinity of his hen is kno\ffi as "mated-fema1e 
distance") and refers to a sexual area \-,ith no topographical 
reference (Conder 1949). 
During the post-arrival period and prior to start of egg-
laying, blue\-1ings tended to congregate on several larger Types 3 
and 4 ",etlands forming post-arrival teal "communities". Dzubin 
(1955: 288) also observed this grouping tendency of breeding blue-
winged teal in parklands near Hinnedosa, Manitoba. Only occasional 
use \-1as of surrounding ponds at thnt time. Potholes lIsed were 
frequently large, r:1nginr. from 5. to 40 acres, with stands of 
residual vegetation. Number of pnirs found·on such areas usually 
varied from 3 to 12. However, occasionally up to 30 or marc pairs 
and males occupied larger ·ponds. 
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Although pairs Here arriving by mid-April, most nesting did not 
start until the second to the fourth \-1eek of Nay (a fe\-1 early nests 
were started in the first week of May during both years). This 
resulted in an interval of 2 weeks or more after early migrants 
arrived and before egg-laying started. Dane (1966) observed a 
similar delay between arrival and first nesting of blue-winged teal 
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at Delta marsh, Hnnitoba. Gatc>s (1962) nnd Duebbcrt (1966) both 
.1" I d',' I .. " 
mon th OCCli r l:c J l \vCCI I :n: d. v a] :JJlt! ,<; t <"r'l [ 
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As time for nesting approached, exploratory flights \,ere made 
throughout the habitat. 
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pair's stE-tus. 
Tl-.e ".anner and l(;ngth of pc:drs (:stablisllc.-d 
in an area prior to nesting varied. Some pairs became established 
on an activity center a \o1eek or more before the first egg was laid. 
Other pairs did not disperse until just prior to egg-laying. However, 
in many instances, pairs spent considerable time visiting surrounding 
'wetland complexes before establishing an 'activity center. Once pairs 
became established preceding egg-laying, they spent many hours loaf-
ing, sleeping, feeding, and maintaining their status through frequent 
intraspeCific and some interspecific encounters with pairs and uu-
attached Tlwles. 
in nesting habitat. The drake accompanied the hen on flights to 
nesting habitat but often waited for her on a nearby pond or opening 
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in the The first hen OhSl:l'vcrJ J • I ' V r;1l:llp, covc'" "!:111 on 
April 30 in 1%5 .-mel on }l:IY j II J %(). 
As acU.vi ty cc:nters l>eilw eSl;]1)] j.'.',ll(.'(] ] 
fin( ner. ti llZ 
mated mnles bec.:nnc ('xln:llI(:]Y rll.',(',n:!;s.lv(: t·()··, .... j··l.,.. ] 1 t y. u oller 
that ventured near. Thl.· s ly c f 1. '1 b 1 . po' IIOSt1 8 c wvior, \·,hich Conder 
(1949) call(;!a nateci-fe;;.ale: .. t'·'.J)c(:, r. • tl 1 .] • - In Jvcr: "',1.' I t 1(; P,lJ r l IrfJIJi,.J.(JIIl 
the ho:::e and activity center. S' (]C r,.· ... . ::nlll [ounc} tid" !;:Ufl(: 
type of moving area of intolerance: about the pair to be common in 
the gadwall, mallard, shoveler, and cinnamon teal. Dzubin (1955) 
... " t-_·.·.1· .. C'. !!.r: .'.· .••. r,'.' .. '.· .. ,·.,."..... ,f. . ,r 
- -- - -_ I "..._ _ ,n 
O:"',ce a primary \·.'aiti.ng area \','[1S establislwd witl.in an activity 
center) hostile behavior of the males became associated \-lith this 
location. The male frequented the \vaiting area \'lhile his hen Has 
on the nest, during egg-laying, through mid-incubation and sometimes 
longer. In situations Hhel:e the primary \-laiting area \-laS also used 
as -a maj or feeding and loafing area and \'l?S othen-lise one of the 
most-frequented portions of the activity center, .dle male's hostili-
ties ",ere mainly restricted to this locale. From these areas,· 
aggressive pursuits were made against intruding blucHings, and 
involved either a rus)l across the water or a short aerial chase. 
an aerial chase involves an intruding pair being pursued by a 
paired male it is usually referred to as a three-bird flight (Hori 
1963, XcKinncy 1965, Dzubin in litt.), territorial pursuit/three-
bird chase (Dzubin 1957), cxpulsjon flight (Lcbret 1961), territorial 
\ , 
I , 
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defenf;e fliG!.1.£ (Jlochb<1um J 944, ;1nu others). In blue\1ings, these 
chases arc usually short rtnd restricted to a small area, with 
the attackine male returning quickJy to his hen or to the primary 
,,,aiting area if his hen is on the nest. Unless the entire sequence 
of a bluewing cllrec-bird flight is followed it is easily confused 
\"ith the conuuonly observed flight of three-birds '-1hich actually 
involves a pair being follmved by an unmated male. In the former, 
physical encounters in mid-air bct\veen the tHO males arc common, 
whereas, in the latter, little or no hostilities occur in the air. 
1>lcKinney (1965), in his review on behavior of breeding ducks, 
discussed the relationship of a pair to its home ranee and the 
responses of pairs to one another. He believes that motivation of 
aggressive chasing behavior in paired males is associated 'l-1ith the 
presence of a strong pair-bond. He concluded that chasing 
activities, \vhich are both hostile and sexual in nature, bring about 
dispersion of nests and, in turn, appear to function as an anti-
predntor mechanism. 
Observationu of marked teal pairs during the prenesting period 
indicate that the male's aggressiveness and intolerance to\l1ards 
other blue\vings resulted in pair-spaeing. As males established 
'-laiting arC:1S nC:1r nests they were extremely intolerant to\vard the 
approaches of other blue\·lings. This undoubtedly. resulted in nests 
being spaced out as indicated by McKinney (1965). On three occasions, 
I observed a wailing male chase a pair thnt landed in cover in the 
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vicinity of his ncstinn })'-'n. 1n one J'nsL"'lce 11 I d J u '- , 0 • u1 , a m: C c lilSC t le 
same persistent pair from nesting cover four times in less than 
one-half hour and directed hi.s attack at the hen of the other 
pair. In three other instances, the ,.,aiting male "laS successful 
in driving the intrllding p:1:i1' frolll tohe :inlillNIi.1te vicinity. 
An arc:) of intolcT<mcc cre:)led by the male's hostilities, 
particularly as related to a primary waiting area, provides his 
hen ''lith an area ,.,here she is free from harassment while off the 
nest. lHthout this protection, she \wuld be harassed by unmated 
males ",hich are common in the breeding population. Such harassment 
could interfere \'lith nesting activities and result in lowered 
reproductive success. 
Movement of Pairs 
Home Ranf,cs: Home ranges of 14 blue-winged teal pairs averagecl 169 
acres and ranged from 74 to 215 ,acres (Table 12). Single observations 
of t,.;o pairs made early during the prenesting period ancl obtained at 
a consic.crable: distance the rer,vlinin& 1.o/c'rc nut 
incluc.ed in the calculations. The home ranges involved were the 
first and second pairs listed in Table 12. Their ranges would be 
I , 260 acres and 270 acres, respectively, had the observations been used. Starting in late April and continuing throughout May, pairs 
I 
I 
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dispersed from the ponds occupied during the post-arrival 
period to surrounding habitat and established breeding home ranges. 
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Table 12. Summary of home ranges and activity centers of 14 blue-winged teal pairs, Waubay 
study area, 1965-66. 
Pond Type 
of Primary 
HO:-:1e Range Activity Center & Secondary Rumber of 
Acres Ponds l"aiting Sites Observations Period S t c:? t us:',,', 
215 23:" 3 lB/lB 61 May 4-June 24, 65 P,i\ 
170 4 lB 56 May 7-June 25, 66 P,r.: 
210 15", 2 Renest 5 
210 24-:, 4 5/4 36 May 13-June 17, 65 P,N 
204 5 10 30-July 23, 65 
10 -.,J 3 1B 13 May 6-June 2, 65 P,N 
190 3 11 Xay 13-June 11, 66 
ISO 4 15 June 4-Aug 12, 65 
176 28", 3 1B 19 16-June 11, 66 N 
162 25 3 3/1A 10 May 31-July 21, 65 X,Pn 
154 24", 3 3 52 May 7-July 14, 65 N,Pn 
10", 1 Renest 3 
144 22 3 3 26 May 4-June 65 P,N 
140 3 18 May 2-Xay 22, 65 
112 16'" 2 3 16 Apr 23-June 14, 66 P,N 
711 29'" II 1B 43 May 28, 65 N 
,', nest site location kno\\"11 and included within activity center acreage. 
ofo', STATUS- P-prencsti71g, N-nesting, Pn-post ncstinr: period (acreage not included in hone range). 
-....J 
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Due to the large amount of v;n-ia tion in U_ming of the reproductive 
cycle, a fe\11 pairs established home r:1nges and started nesting in 
early N.1y, \l1hcrcas, Illany other pairs dj d not disperse until the 
dlird and fourth weeks in May. Wetland utilization in areas 
surrounding community ponds at tlte peak of nesting dispersal the 
las t t\vO \vecks in Nay is shown in Figll re 8. 
Once nesting dispersal occurred, somc pairs were never known 
to rctUl:n to the post-arrival community ponds, hut other pain, 
as part of the 1?reeuing home range. Some pairs were 
kno\vn to remain on these areas for several vlccks and then apparently 
departed from the community ponds since they ,,-ere not observed again. 
It is not 1mm,1O ho\-1 far some bllicHing pairs may move before settling 
dmvn to breed. 
Many movements carly in the prcnesting period appeared to be 
exploratory, .1nd pnirs \'lere observed using some pond5 only once or 
a few tines. Data on early prenesting movements \'lere obtained from 
nine pairs of hlucvlings vlhich were cannon trnpped from one loafing 
site on a 2-acre Type 3 pond during a 7-day period in the first \-leek 
of Xay> 1965. Movements following release indicated they hnd not as 
yet become completely settled on their breeding home ranges. Only 
two of the nine pairs remained to use the pond as a part of their 
activity center during the nesting cycle. Both of these pairs 
, 
I nested in the inunediCite vic:i nity. 
\ 
1 
11 lI,lt ... 1019 f 1'L' t: 
E--.=j Ponds During Nt-:; Ling Dispcrs:ll : Trapping Locations 
Figure 8. Ponds utilized by 21 blue-winged 'teal during pcnk of 
nesting dispersal, May 15-31, 1966. All tcnl were 
captured on two large wetlands, April 14, 
Waubay study area. 
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The rcm.1ining seven pairs continued to use the pond \olhere 
they were trapped for 3 to 8 days after marking and prior to 
settling e180\-:1101"0. Six pnirs estAblished themselves \./ithin 3/1,-
mile of this pond (Fig. 9). 1I00-lever, only tvlO of these six pairs 
included the pond wit1lin their breeding home range after the 
prenes ting period. The other four paj rs were not knm.;n to return 
after becoming settled in the surrounding area. 
The seventh pair, trapped on May 4, used this pond as well as 
others within 1/4-mile for 8 days following capture. During the 
mornings of May 5 and 6 the lwn and her drake \-lere observed in 
hillside nesting cover in the viCinity of this and another pond. 
Although the pair spent considerable time on the pond "'here they 
were trapped, they had difficulty in maintaining a loafing area. 
TIley had frequent encounters with other pairs, both marked and un-
marked, using this pond. For example, during a lO-minute period 
on the afternoon of May 9, this pair, after feeding in the middle 
of the pond, at temp ted to loaf on the 'oles t shore. This area \-las 
already occupied by four blue,-ling pairs vrhich were distributed along 
approximately 70 yards of shoreline. In three separate attempts to 
reach the shore they \.;ere driven off by paired drakes. This pair 
was las t sighted on Nay 12. They apparently settled else\.;here and 
it is not known if their departure resulted from intraspecific 
intolerance, unsuitable habitat conditions, or both. 
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an activity center for the nesting period. Teal were trapped 
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In general, horne ranges were found to be largest during the 
prcnesting period, and decreased in during egg-laying and 
early incubation. As nesting advanced, hen's movemC!nts ,,'ere 
restricted, '·.'herc:1s the drake's area of use often increased as he 
became mon! sociable with other males. These movement patterns 
are similar to those descrihed by Dzubin (1955) for marked 
canvasback and Gates (1962) for mm.-ked gadvwll in thnt breeding 
pairs tend to have larger home ranges during the prenesting period 
than after nesting begins. Dzubin (1955) also indicated that home 
ranges of male canvasback and mallards tended to increase in 
size as incubation advanced. 
Home range areas of blue-\-linged teal pairs in pothole habitat 
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at Waubay are similar to one reported by Dzuhin (1955) for a b1ue-
winged pair in the Hinnedosa, Manitoba pothole country. Additional 
investigations by Dzuhin (in litt.) have shmvn b1ueHing home ranges 
rarely exceed 160 acres in parklands of Manitoba but are somewhat 
larger in grassland areas '-Ihere ponds are farther apart. The bluc-
vlinged teal home range illustrated by Evans and Black (1956: Fig. 20) 
includes about 200 acres and closely resembles blue\"ing home ranges 
I observed on thi::: sal,le of land 13 yean.; later (Figs. 6 and 
10). 
Gates (1962), after studying movements of gadwall at Ogden Bay 
Refuge, Utah, estimated breeding home ranges of blue-winged teal to 
o 
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Figure 10. Home ranges of four blue-winged teal pairs illustrating 
overlap, May 7-June 15, 1966, Haubay study area. 
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be no larger than 20 acres. lIis study did not involve marked teal 
and \v.1S conducted on an artifical marsh located in a river delta 
\vhich is 'Illite dissimilar to the prairj.e-potlio1e breeding grounds. 
llm,'ever, the 20-acre breeding range nrcn given by Gates is very 
similar to the average size of breeding bluewing activity centers 
(24-acres) I found. 
Variation in size of pair home ranges at Haubay most likely 
resulted from differences in distribution of habitat requirements 
of each pair. When a pair's needs were satisfied on adjacent ponds 
in proximi ty there \vas no need to range over larger areas. TYro 
factors appeared to influence pair movements quite consistently at 
,,1aubay in 1965 and 1966, ,· .. hen ,,'ater \-las not especially limited, (1) 
available night roosting cover, especially during the prenesting 
period prior to new vegetative growth, and (2) suitable nesting cover. 
Blue-winged teal home ranges were smaller than other puddle 
ducks nesting at Haubay. Observations shO\ved one color-marked pintail 
hen utilized an area in excess of 1200 aCres (l.S observations), \vhile 
another hen covered nearly 700 acres (22 observations). One co10r-
marked mallard hen (21 ranged over an area in excess 
of 650 acres while a second hen observations) used nearly 800 
acres. SOHh (1955) I DzulJill (1955), 1-1(:ndall (1958), and (1962) 
have like\<lise noted intel-specific differences in home-range size. 
j 
Breeding-pair counts in 1965 and 1966 showed the indicated blue-
j winged teal brccdinc population nveraBcd 30.7 and 33.0 pairs per , 
\ 
\ 
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square mile, respectively, (Tnble 7). Obviously, there was 
considerGblc overl;!)) in hOllIe r;ll1ees. The degree of overlap of 
four blue-\"inged tcnl is shmm in Figure 10. 
Activity Prior to tlH' start of egg-lnying, p"lr5 mal<e 
flights throughout the habitat as they establish their home 
ranges and eventually activity centers. Data gathered from 
observations in the prenestine period indicnt0 some pnirs spent 
from several dny£> to a \"eck or more in ne,,,] y cs tablisllcd home 
before settling on an activity center. As pairs moved about and 
established home ranges they frequented preferred areas. Apparently, 
if habitat conditions proved acceptable and a pair maintained their 
pOSition in intraspecific encounters, they started frequenting such 
areas daily. Hovements became restricted at that stage and the birds 
returned less often to surrounding areas occupied during the post 
arrival and early portions of Ule prenesting period. During the 
period \-lhen activity centers were being established, aggressive 
behavior intensified greatly and competition over preferred areas 
Average si2e of 12 activity centers was 24 acres; range, 10-39 
acres (Table 12). Activity-center size and ponds utilized appeared 
to be largely determined by the distribution of habitat requirements 
and to some extent by population pressures. Activity center of a 
blue"ling pair is the functional part of the breeding home range. 
Nost rcquircn:ents for llcst.inr: nre hlC;llc'c\ \>ri l111n Lhe' ncllvj Ly 
and the pD.ir is rather sedentnry at this time, moving little over 
other portions of the home ranee. 
Hanner in pairs utilized Drea witllin an activity center 
varied considerably, Dnd depended largely upon how requirements 
were distributed. Some pairs could find their requirements in a 
restricted area that included only one pond and adjacent upland. 
Ho\\,ever, in pothole habitat at Hnubay, most pairs included t\\'o 
or more ponds \'lithin their activity centers (Table 12). Some 
pairs used one or more ponds to feed and loaf on, another pond 
for roosting, and yet another as a ""liting area for the male while 
the hen was laying or incubating. Most pairs found several of these 
requirements on one pond or a portion of it. Some pairs were 
observed to alter usc of certain portions of the activity center 
with changing conditions. This was particularly true for roosting 
locations. Pairs that earlier moved some distance nightly due to 
lack of sufficient cover.usually roosted nearer areas occupied 
during the day as new spring growth provided necessary cover .. 
As \'litll blumving home ranges, activity centers also over-
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lapped with those of odler TIle amount of overlap was largely 
determilwd by the: number of pairs U!.i:inC [Ulj:ll:cnt :1re:1f>. For eX:1l1lplc, 
pair 22 shared portions of their first activity center with at least 
8 other pairs. By contrast, only one other pair utilized a portion 
of male 61's second activity center, and this part of it was used 
only by male 61. 
I 
Pairs 11, 22, and 61 moved activity centers and all or portions 
of their home ranges after physical c1tanges in the habitat occurred 
and/or first nesting \.,a5 di"rllpted. T suspect that some pairs move 
farther than those found in this study. Several pairs were knO\offi 
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. to lose their first nest and then depart at a date early enough to 
allow renesting. these pairs left the study area and were 
not found. In contrast, two pairs, WllO lost their nests during the 
first Heek of incubation renested within 12 and 43 yards of the first 
nest and did not change home ranges or activity centers. 
Primary Waiting Areas: Dzubin (1955: 288) found that male bluewings 
often utilized the pothole nearest the nest as a waiting area. Stotts 
and Davis (1960: 135) observed a similar tendency in male black ducks 
in the Chesapeake Bay area \oJhereby they often used the closest point 
of ,.,ater as a loafing spot \o7hile females 'oJere at the nes ts. 
In the present study, 10 nests were located in \"hich primary 
\"aiting areas and activity centers were knm-m (Table 12). In six 
instances, the malels primary waiting area was on the wet pond 
closest to the nest. In three other instances, the primary waiting 
area \.,as on a pond slightly further from the nest than the nearest 
pond. In only Olle case \,1:18 [j prim:Hy w:liting arca located a 
cOl1sidcr;lble dj.st::tl1cc frolll thc nest: \v}lc.:n lhere \\I<1S closer \oJ:lter 
available. Even then, the nest \laS only 160 yards from the primary 
vlaiting area. Cons:i.dcring that nesting bllle, ... ings are sedentary, 
haVing a small home fange and activity center, and that they tend to 
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nest ncar ,,'.1ter (SO\"]5 1955: 74, Glove): 1956: 35, [lnd others), it 
is not surprising to find tIll! primary wiliLine area clof,e to the nest. 
Glover (1956) used this behavJor pattern of a waiting male as an 
aid in locating the general area to search for a nest. 
\·111en all pair requirements '"ere in close proximity, the same 
location frequently served for feeding, escape cover, loafing, 
and resting, as well as a primary waiting area. In contrast, when 
nesting cover \oJas not adjacent to the other daily habitat requirements, 
a primary waiting area was selected nearer the nest site. Often, 
small shallo\oJ ponds served in this capacjty and \.Jere an integral 
part of an activity center. 
Glover (1956: 37) pointed out that most waiting stations 
(primary \miting areas) ,.,ere located ncar a prolilinent object such 
as a muskrat lodge, rock, sandbar, or log. Similar objects were 
frequently used by bluewing males under observation in this study. 
Ho\-lever, the absence of such objects was not found to limit a site 
from being used as a primary waiting area. 
Unpaired Hales in the Breeding Population 
Approximately 15 to 20 percent of the males ±n the breeding 
population \"ere unpail-ed both years of the study. Sex ratios obtained 
during weekly pair indJcated that excess males were present 
,.,;rhen .nesting started (Table 6). Color-marking shm.,;red unpaired males 
CO:ilPl-iscd part of the resident population and remained throughout the 
breeding se;}son. 
I' 
I 
Exact numbel- of excess males present in the spring breeding 
populntion could not be accurately determined. In both years 
of th:i.s study, some nestine had stnrtcd in early Nay, prior to the 
arrival of the entire resident population, and early "waiting 
males" could not'be readily distinguished from unpaired males. 
Sex ratios shoHed the least difference during the second week 
of Nay (Table 6), and \Olere used as an indicator of unmated males 
present. 
Novements 
Unmated males and pairs congregated on several large wetlands 
during the arrival and postarrival period. Observation of several 
marked unmated males shm'Ted they frequented these community ponds 
throughout Nay and often longer. During Hay they did not disperse 
into surrounding wetlands as did breeding pairs with onset of 
nesting; instead, they tended to remain on these ponds and generally 
restricted their movements. 
Unmated males had no definite vTaiting areas as did breeding 
pairs, and were never observed showing continual hostility 
from a specific site. Instead, they usually frequented all or 
POl.'lilll):; of 01'1£' or pnnd:: ill ('10:.(' pro;-;:I.IIlI.l'y. POIHl:-; \·J1dch 
they frequenLed \.;rerc considered the activity center. 
they \.;rere observed using other ponds in the vicinity, especially 
when pursuing and harassing hens and pairs. These were designated 
areas of secondary usc. The activity cenlC'r and areas of s<!condary 
usc \·}cre considered LO be the home r£lI1ge of an \.lOm3 ted male. 
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Novemenls of one male are shO\ ... n in Figure 11. This 
bird could usually be found dny after day on either one of two 
adj accnt mardlCs that about 25 acres. }Iovlever, he ,·ms 
frequently involved in pursuit and harassment f1iChts of hens and 
pairs \olhich increased his area of use to about 200 acres. By mid-
June, he had abandoned his home range and started wandering (Fig. 
11). Activity centers of three other unpaired males were about 
30, ItS, and ItS acres, \-111ereas the home ranges encompassed about 
160, 135, and 175 acres, respectively. 
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Another unmated m.:iJ.e \-las observed leaving the home range to 
wander. He occupied his home range during May and June 9, 
1965. He reappeared about 1 mHc to the southeast on July 3. He 
:1/:.:,1.1, J f)(:;d (.,J J tall t· ," ,1,1· /,'" , I, (/"' /;J) fi/' '/'']:1 1/ 1" 
company \.,i th three other maleu on a large, Type I, pond. He possibly 
remained on the Type 4 pond for molt as he was observed with several 
other males on August 24. 
Behavior 
Unmated drakes, singly or in groups of two or more, were 
frequently involved in interactions with pairs throughout the breeding 
season. Beh:lViornl patterns during pcrjods of lwrassl1lC'nt varied 
conSiderably, depending upon circumstances. Some unmated male-pair 
encounters lasted only a fe,., seconds, whereas others continued over 
several days or more. Interactions appeared to be an attempt by an 
unmated drake to displace the mated drake's position next to the hen. 
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Figure 11. Home: range, center, and movements after leaving 
home ranzc of an unpaired b1\1e-\-1ingcd teal male, April 
22-June 15, 1966, Waub3y study area. 
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Figure 12. Home range, activity center, and movements after leaving 
home range of an unpaired blue-winged teal male, May 2-
August 24, 1965, Waubay study area. 
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drake (or several unmated intrudinc on a pair. In many 
instances the intruder associal(:d himself \-lith the pair at sorr:e 
distance. Hhon he appro:lchcd too closely, he Has met by aggressive 
head pumpinc from one or both members of the pair. If this failed 
to s top his npproach) the paired mnle of ten S\-lam to-..]ard him and 
forced him to leave. In other encounters, a rush across the surface 
or a short aerial chase sufficed to drive off the intruder. During 
encounters) bodily contact \-las sometimes made. Mas t frequently, 
paired males dOlr.inated these interactions. 
On several occasions one or more drakes harassed a pair and 
forced the hen to take flight. Her drake alHays followed her. 
Both paired and unpaired males Here often stimulated to join. 
Paired drakes usually dropped out and returned to their hens or 
waiting areas a short time. These harassing flights were 
usually of short duration. The pursued female and her mate often 
landed after a brief flight and were immediately surrounded by the 
intruding drakes. In most cases the paired male was successful 
in driving off harassing drakes or at least keeping them at a 
distance'. 
Each year) sevc:ral group flights similar to the preceding 
Here observed, but they differed in that the hen \.,as not accompanied 
by a paired drake. Group nctivlties often lasted for a considerable 
period of time, in one instance over 3 hours. 
Croup activities took plnce in the air, on ponds, and in 
uplands, and al\vnys involved one hen follmved by tH.lt tering and 
peeping m:lles. Nales \Wl'e very aggressive and cons tantly chased 
and pecked each other as they vjed for a favorable po!;ition next 
to the female. Continuous croHding of the hen frequently caused 
her to take flight, followed by the males. 
Nost flights \-lere often short and erratic, and the hen 
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usually landed quickly on a pond or uplands. Males \o1ould immediately 
land and crowd about 11er and continue aggressive behavior. Usually, 
one d:'a1:.:: \-70uld establish himsC!lf ncar the lIen and terr.porarily 
succeed in driving a\o1ay other intruders. In such situations the 
hen appeared to accept the protection provided by the aggressive 
and dominant male and remained close to him. This situation 
usually ended abruptly \o1hon one or more males succeeded in crowding 
the hen, forcing her to move. 
Unfortunately, I \o1as never able to follow one of these courting 
parties to determine the, outcome. I observed one group for over 3 
hours' on May 14, 1966, \o1ith only temporary interruptions occurring 
\ .. hen the group moved out of sight to another pond or field. Naj ority 
of males participating \,'ere unmated, 81 though paired drakes joined 
activities temporarily and then returned to their hens or waiting 
areas. The num1)cr of moles involved in this party at anyone time 
varieu from 3 \vhen it V].:1S fin; t observed, to (l high of 12. Seven 
males Here SLiD, in the group \·]hen I finally lost sjght of them. 
GrOUj) courting activitic!> rather uncohllllon, nnd les5 than 
a dozen Here ob:;crvcd each year [rom April through mid-Hay prior 
to nesting. These activities nre believed to be similar to the. 
spring courtship fligllts described hy Dzubin (1957) for the mallard. 
They shouJd not be confused \oJ.illt f] iUhts (HcKinney 
1965), \,hich occasionally oecurred later in the bree.ding period. In 
courting activities males were never observed attempting to rape 
the hen. 
The function of group courting activities was not actually 
determined. Hm-lever, they may {,ave resulted in an aggressive and 
domin:1nt male pairing with a l,en who had not formed a strong pair 
bond earlier. 
Changes of Nates 
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Although all females arriving on the area appeared to be paired, 
or at least associated \vith a male, a small number changed mates on 
the breeding grounds. One pair, captured on 7, 1966, was observed 
for over a \veek following capture as they established a home range. 
On May 17, an unmarked, apparently unmated male associated with the 
pair. £ollo\·,ed them \·,herever they went, always remaining a 
short distance away. mlcnever he approached too closely he was 
challenged by the paired male, and hostile encounters (head pumping, 
peeping, rushes with extended neck, biting) were frequent. On May 
20 the trio \oJas s till in tact. llo\-lCver, an unmarked drake accompanied 
the hen dlile the original marked mnle became the "unpaired member" 
of the trio. From Nay 20-23 the marked male foUm·rcd the pair in 
the sallie fashion ns had the unmarked male a fev] days previously. 
mlenever he npproached the pair he was driven off by the drake. 
lIe \.,as last observed accompanying the pair on the evening of the 
23ru, 4 days after he had been displaced by the ne,", drake. The 
hen and an unmarked male remained in the area and nested. Thus, 
some hens ro-pair on the breeding grounds. I was unable to 
establish if use of \oJhite nasal discs on the male in this situation 
led to loss of dominance. Yellov1 markers certainly did not have any 
influence. on male 61 who had two hens. 
Drake-Pair Associations 
(1944) recognized two types of unmated drakes on 
breeding grounds: 1) Novice drakes which are sexually inactive and 
tolerated by paired males, and 2) sexually-active unmated drakes 
are not tolerated by paired males and are driven off when they 
approach a pair. The former ,,,ere found feeding, loafing, and 
following in nuptiil flights of the pair, but apparently as a 
spectator rather than a participant. The latter were found alone 
or in sm3ll roving bands Hhich shm,Ted no attachment to any given 
porti.on of tl m:ll"!;h. 
Novice drakes, as defined by Hochb.:1l11ll (1944: 70-71), ,,,erc not 
observed in the bluc\-ling breeding population at \.Jaubay. However, 
trios of two drnkes nod a hen were observed from mid-April through 
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may possibly \'1klt 1I0chkllllll refen:cd to as i1 novi.ce drake. 
These trios possibly rC'sul tcd \.,itlt [l 1lC'1l not f"irnlly paired as SUell 
ah.,ays appeared to be domi.nant: vlbilc Lhe second remained sub-
dominant. Such trios ,.,ere most conullonly observed during the arrival 
and prenesting period, and comprised from 1-3 percent of the pairs 
census cd '-leek1y during this period. They ,.,ere rarely seen after 
nesting started. 
Unpaired males or sexually-active males, as defined by 
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Hochbaum (1944), were most often found alone during the early portion 
of the nesti,1g period at Haubay. Although they did not mai.ntain 
a primary waiting area, they did restrict their movements to an 
activity center and home range similar to that of a pair. This 
differs from findings of Hochbaum (1944) \l1ho stated that they sho\'1 
no attachment to any given area. Observations of seven unpaired, 
color-marked males shmved that all restricted their movements to a 
limited area. 
Unpaired males frequented more permanent and larger ponds, 
being found on temporary and smaller ponds mainly when fo11ml1ing 
and harassing a hen or a pair. Once an unmated drake became 
cstahlishcll in an area, he tended to pairs founJ in his 
im:7lcdiatc! vicinity. Hori (1963:· 132) describes encounters in 
shovelers bct\'lcen ,,,hat he believed \-lere pairs and unmated drakes. 
His descriptions are very similar to hluewing pair-unmated male 
interactions observed in this study. 
. ) 
CONCLUSIONS 
Evans nnd Black (1956) stressed jmportance of small wetlands 
to breeding pairs. They found smallest \oH.!tlandfj held 13 times as 
many pairs per acre as largest ponds; hm .... ever, they did not 
specifically relate breeding pair use to pond type. Jenni (1956) 
also pointed out 11igh breeding-pair use was made of smaller and 
more temporary ponds at Waubay. In addition, he found average 
number of pairs per wet acre for all species throughout the 
breeding season "1as 0.63, 0.92, 0.55, 0.38 and 0.38 for types lA, 
113, 3, 4 and 5, respectively., In contrast,' a Minnesota study 
(Jessen et al. 1964) showed wetland types other than 4 and 5 
received little use by breeding pairs of blue-winged teal and other 
species. 
Censuses made in 1965 and 1966 showed differences occurred in 
pond-class use throughout the sprjng breeding season. Some factors 
that influenced habitat use included: 1) pond type and size, 2) 
availability of \-let ponds, especially the more temporary types, 
3) breeding cycle phenology, especially as it relates to changes in 
behavorial patterns and mobility, and 4) land use, particularly as 
it influences the availability and quality of nesting and roosting 
cover. 
Type lA areas at Waubay made up about 45 percent of potholes 
while Type IA and IB combined represented nearly 75 percent of the 
ponds. This large proportion of Type 1 ponds makes it difficult 
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to determine if increased breeding populations in years with above-
average water conditions resulted from the riumerous temporary Type 
1 ponds or improved water conditions in Types 3, 4 and 5 ponds. 
Number of "let potholes has been shown to be an indicator of general 
,"ater conditions and breeding pairs \-lere probably responding both 
to improved \-mter conditions as ,."e1l as increased number of Hater 
areas. 
Increased use of smaller, more temporary ponds by b1ue-"linged 
teal pairs after mid-May may not be due entirely to population 
cro,.,ding as suggested by Evans and Black (1956). Pair dispersion, 
which occurred after mid-May, also coincided with start of nesting 
activities. During this period pairs showed an intolerance for 
other breeding ducks of the same species and remained relatively 
isolated. Blue-winged teal dispersal is thus probably a function 
of both population density and an innate dispersal urge during 
this period. 
Prior to nesting, many teal remained on larger As 
egg-laying started, pairs dispersed into wetlands 
to establish breeding home ranges. It was during this period that 
a lnrgC! increase in brC'(.!ding-p:dr usc of smaller, temporary ponds 
occurred. 
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Higher pair use of larger water areas prior to nesting dispersal 
is not unique to the Waubay area. Keith (1961: 44-45) found that 
duck nU::lhers on the largest ] nkc! on hif; 1\1 bertn BtUely nrea ,."ere 
highest in curly l'by und declined rapidly thereafter. He believed 
population decline \,':18 due m:linly to pilir di!,persal for 
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into surrounding pothole areas. Lacy (1959), vlOrking in North 
also found breeding pairs left large marshes to make usc of nearby 
small artificial potholes \"hen nesting activities were initiated. 
Ev.:'.ns and Black (1956: 35) concluded best distribution of a 
given amount of \"<1 ter for pairs only would be many small, relatively 
perm.1nent areas available throughout the breeding season, Ny 
conclusions from data gathered in this study are similar, Greater 
use of small IE ponds over the more permanent types (3, 4 and 5) 
appears to be due to the larger ratio of edge or shoreline to unit 
area of \vater sought by the birds during the breeding season. 
Interspersion of many small \vetlands provides maximum dispersal of 
pairs during egg-laying and early incubation stages of the reproductive 
cycle. 
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